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AGNE-W Thompson Speaks 
' .. 
. ' . . . 
RESIGNS 
Vice-President Spiro T. 
Agnew has resigned. 
A t ·2 : 0 S a . m . E o·T 
Wednesday, a fourteen word 
communique was delivered to 
Secretary of State Henry 
Kissinger from the former 
Vice-President It read: "I 
hereby resign the office of 
Yice-President of the United 
States, effective immediately~ 
Sincerely, Spiro T. Agnew." 
was John C. Calhoun in 1832 
who quit in order to take ·a 
Senate seat he had been elected 
to. 
Minority Co.unsel 
Def ends -w atergate 
He handed · in his resignation 
a~ the ·same tim~. th,at _a, ~e¢ng_ 
Speculation Begins 
Speculation immediately 
began as to possible successors 
to the Vice-Presidency. Among 
those being prominently 
mentioned are former 
Treasury-Secretary John 
Connally, Governor Nelson 
.R()ckefeller of Ne~ York, and 
By Tom Threlkeld 
Appearing at I.C.'s Ford Hall 
Sunday night, Chief Minority 
Counsel Fred D. Thompson of 
the Senate Watergate/Committee 
called the affair a ''vindication 
of our system, rather than an 
indictment of it." 
Speaking before a sparse 
crowd of 250, Thompson 
implored, "We've been 
supremely tested. But I feei like, 
as we look at the situation, that 
we'll · conclude that...we are in 
the process of meeting that 'test, 
meeting that challenge." 
Mr .. Thompson. kept himself 
well · within· his own partisan 
- boun-daries, · noting· -the· 
-~ "effecfivftfwffii·wruch the ~ourtli .. 
Attorney · General Richardson. 
into his possible·violatfons of-tax The main democrat under 
bribery, and extortion _ laws scrutiny is Senator Henry 
'began in . Baltimore Federal Jac~on of Washington. They 
Court. l.J.°S. District Judge-Walter have all refused to speculate as 
Hoffman, after two days of to tl_leir possibilities for the 
secret plea bargaining on ·vac-!,i_nt office. Connally 
Agnew's behalf, suspeniJed the ·specifically stated he was not a 
normal prison term of two to .candidate. 
five months for income 'tax P-resident -Nixon began to 
.evasion -·and finei;l: .Agnew search immediately for a 
and congress were working on 
the case. He also applauded the 
press on their sleuth work in 
w_hat he ter_med "The Watergate 
Tragedy". 
· But he felt that p~rhaps the 
skeptics, of which he admitted 
he was one, were "judging too 
quickly". Despite proving the 
existence of such items as the 
enemies list and the Nixon tapes, 
he could not help but feel that; 
as of yet, no·innocent or guilt on 
the pe_rsonal -level had been 
proven. 
"I like to be the eternal 
optimist... we've got a very 
good .system and I think 
this is proof that it is 
working 'well. But I'm not 
sure my optimism ·carries 
me to the pofnt where I 
cah guarantee you that 
everything concerning the 
Watergate affair will be 
resolved." 
Bombshells 
;~10,000, placing. him on tp.:ee successor as soon as he· learned 
:~¥..~~! pio_bat_ion. _Also as p~rf .of .the news. He met first with 
-·tlte-. agr,e·em:ent, all .oth~r --Senators Hugh Scott and Robert The_ thirty-one-year-old 
:t4nvesUgation into t\gnew's Griff.in and ·. Representatives Thompson did not drop any 
~cllfQVitieshave,beenstopped. Gerald ·Ford and Leslie Arends "bombshells", but in a 
:~,:~'A.ttprney General Elliot yesterday afternoon. :He question-and-answer period that 
;~i~a!dson_ had asked Hoff.Jll_an . scheduled· later meetings with followed ·the speech, he alluded 
_a.fot'.ki:ep Agnew' out ·of jSJl)n House Speaker .Carl Albert and to a development in the affair 
:I,iespect for·. Agnew's hlgh offi.ce . Senate.·Democratic Leader Mike which President Nixon -and 
"'artd to:·save the country the pain '. Mansl'ield. , Senators Ervin and· Baker of the (crf'll prolonged tiral. Mansf~ld termed Agnew's Committee had agreed was a 
~ ~g•n•ew-, pleaded , itofo: xesignation ·Ua tragic mistake".· "national security matter" 
m1endre (no·· contest)' i:o the The top. Democrat in the· Senate whTch should not be disclosed. 
~e.Of·tax evaaon durin~ !Ju,". rO!t _"A!"'.~:' should hove stayed "Theo,etiefil!y it won't eve, b, 
_year.1967.Agnew:denied -mthenng . .-- . _ .. .disclosed, 'but there's no 
. .·" g \ 'committed· . .- any . ~other . · . ~ , ·· . . · . . guarantee. of. ~hat,''. Thompson 
illegal act nesides iiis not having... · State~e·nt by Agnew · .. said, "we will not purposely 
'repoi:ted a set of pau.nents-fr.om . . ; . ·.···: . disclose it ,ar:.. our -committee· 
contractors. as: , tax;ble · income ... · Agnew.· said h_e .. wa_f resigning · bearings." · 
Pta~\<year,-··sy."-;:ple'aji_ing·· -~'no· "in,t!te~ati~~UritereSt"·. -- ·. The "probleITT' being · of 
,. .~ntest~;. 'Agne~: was in.~ effect -, 'My\· dec1s1on to resign and .. -
themselves wondering whether 
they would be reading it in the 
Washington Post "the next day 
or the day after". He- felt that 
people who complained about 
structures places .on our 
modern-day press are perhaps 
I ie called their arguments the 
"most intellectual" he had ever 
seen. and praised Judge Si rica 
for his " courageous, but really 
moderate decision" not to give 
Prosecutor Cox all he asked for. 
lie deplored the situation 
Fred D. Thompson speaking at Ford Hall 
failing to remember that our 
media's freedom is unprecedented 
in the world. Many newspapermen 
in other countries-and even in 
England-would probably he in 
jail for What WC appiaud them, 
and righUy so, for doing in their 
country." 
Nothing said, nothing losl 
He carefully sidestepped 
making any personal judgments. 
where instead of singing "llail to 
the Chief", we were beginning to 
chant "Bail for the Chief". lie 
cited America's maturity in this 
difficult time when their 
governn11 .. "Tlt was virtually "under 
siege", fo1lowing an incident of 
such absurdity that it becomes 
"a lot easier to laugh sometimes 
. and a lot more appropriate tha·; 
to cry'". ' 
withholfling his op·rn·1ons until Watergate Perspective 
March· I of next year when the 
Ervin Committee will have In an attempt to put the 
completed its investigation. He problems Watergate has 
heaped praise on all_ in'vestigators presented mto perspective, Mr. 
of the case, legal, legislative, or Thompson remarked that 
journalistic, as well as the unfortunately, "you can't 
def e n d an ts, or sc em~- g legislate morality .. 1 
d f d 
. . . . , you can on y 
e en ants m the affair, ut set a framew k"' f d 
d I
. d ·r· or or goo 
ec 1~e to comment on spec1 I:_ government. Ile still finds the 
questions of the Watergate. whole "tragedy" at times to be 
Thompso_n applauded 1.he an almost' u-nbelievahle 
efforts of b_oth ~pecial occurence. "If someone came to 
Phirose~~-~orChArcl·h1baAldl c,oWx . ahnd me, and I was a publisher or· . 
s n_v4';. · ares an ng t, 1 · · h l'k h' I'd 
h 
·-;,..,..._,.,; ;P. ·d t·N. , nove s, wit a story I et 1s, 
w o arg_u,;u Qn, res, en 1xon s 11 h" . 1. · 
- ple ·a·;,,. ··n· .t .h ·-h··' .,,. · enter ·a.·,plea ·of'.-nolo·coptendre - course,. the press. Tno1:11pson 
· , a .. _1~.'b.gu1 Y. o_,t ,e-c_ ng~.-:_ _ - .~.: . : · . , . ,·.' duly noted how many times the · 
. : · It' $' the iust -· time· in .U.S.' · _ rests on fflYt,iirm: ~eueqhat .the . : . · - . - . . - . 
~{)ii°~Jh~f'*·~V~c-~i>res~e'~{liai.i p~blic:'-:f~~erest. ".'requir~s:: swi~ ; ; _C.o~m1ttee had discussed s1m1lar 
b · h lf·, .• 1::·- r·--.' .. o· t ·· t C t te 1m to get h1mse I another e a 1.,-0~ ore 1s nc our f . E f' · h Ji.Id e John' . J s·r· .. . th pro ess1on.. ve~ 1ct1on as to 
g .. . · · 1 ica m . e have a certam amount of 
~~~ ~µp~r· stress_; "lh<i o~y··-,- d1spos1tiQI! ... ·:of.- 'the,. problems·_ ' . ~~ue:-5 w;ich - w;re ·~~ t1i::· 
, ···;· . ·, .. ·dt· ..:'~1~{' .·,•\:..i:f-{,;.;~·.,;:;,;.,;::'.f;'\;c.',!ll·~u~~~~'d~~ ··s--:,",,~.s~ ~s:\? . on Y· 
controversy over execut1,ve b 1- b·1·t " 
· • · ·1 · . e ,eva 1 1 y. pnv1 eg_e and the Nixon tapes. 
Baltimore Spiro Ted Agnew, the 39th 
Vice-President of the United States, resigned qn 
Wednesday in the wake of a grand jury 
investigation into alleged kickbacks he recieved 
while Governor of Maryland. In a Baltimore 
Federal Court Agnew pleaded no contesr to one 
count of tax evasion. In exchange for his 
resignation the Department of Justice dropped all 
other charges against Agnew, stating that his 
resignation would be punishment enqugh. U.S. 
District Judge Walter Hoffman fined the former 
Vice-President SI 0,000 a:d placed him on three 
years probation. (see story, page I) 
Boston - A racial war has ripped through this city 
the past week already claiming four lives. Two 
men have been stoned to death, another stab\ied 
and a young woman burned fatally over the last 
six days. All of the victims were white, their 
assailants we1e black. 
Washington - First term Senator William Sax be, of 
Ohio, an outspoken Republican, announced he 
would not seek reelection in 1974. He joins 
Republicans Wallace Bennett of Utah, and Norris 
Cotton of New Hampshire, as well as Democrats 
Harold Hughes of Iowa, and Alan Bible of Nevada 
as those who will not run for the Senate again. 
Saxbe stated personal reasons for returning to 
private life. 
New York The Soviet Union delegation to the 
United Nations Security Council walked out of 
Tuesday's session when Yosef Tekoah of Israel 
attempted to express condolences for the deaths 
of innocent civilians in the Damascus born bings. 
Yakov Malik of the Soviet Union shouted, "I am 
unwilling to hear condolences from murders and 
international gangsters". Six Soviets were amongst 
those killed in the raids. 
Washington The Senate Watergate Committee is 
thinking of calling Nixon's close friend Bebe 
Rebozo, and billionaire Howard Hughes, in 
connection with a hundred thousand dollar 
contribution made by Hughes in I 970. In addition 
the committee will begin next week to hear 
testimony about possible Democratic "dirty 
tricks" in the 1972 Presidential election. 
New York'-· The New York Mets captured the 
National League championship Wednesday by 
disposing of the Cincinnati Reds in the fifth and 
final game of their playoff series 7-2. They will 
face the winner of the Baltimore - Oakland playoff 
in the World Series. That American League series 1s 
tied up at two all. 
around th• worlcl 
~v 
Israeli-Arab War 
Today is the 6th day of the Arab-Israeli conflict 
and the fighting continues heavily, both sides 
claiming victories. While the Arab objective is the 
long-standing one to reclaim the state of Israel as 
Arab territory, lsrnel is preoccupied with two 
short-range objective~. 
The first is the isolation of the Egyptian bridges 
east of the Suez Canal,' being carried out bY, 
continuous aerial bombardment of these bridges. 
The second objective is the total destruction of the 
Egyptian surface-to air missiles and their sites. 
Iraq declared war on Israel Wednesday 
afternoon, and moved into Syria to fight against 
Israel. Syrian aircraft are flying 80 sorties a day 
against Israeli posts in the Golan Heights. 
The Soviet Union has publicly supported the 
Arab policies. The Kremlin asserted its support 
saying it has once again come out as "a· reliable 
friend" of the Arabs. 
. ··.,,· ... : .. 
• ... 
Student L~bby's. triti~Jt;·1Gocilf" 
·Legalized- Mariiua11.a 
By Marc Shaeffer 
Growing student opposition 
·to New York's stri~.t new drug 
laws will be coordinated this 
weekend at IC as the New York 
Student Lobby holds its first 
organizational meetings and 
seminars. The first activist of 
lobby of aJlY kind to incorporate 
both state and private schools 
will run day long open forums 
not only to draw up its charter 
but to orientate · the general 
public as well. Many have asked 
how this Lobby, that has 
recently captured prominent 
news space in the medias of 
Ithaca, originated. Andy Telsey, 
Chairman of the IC Health and 
Safety committee, says; "lt 
started the way most things 
usually start with an idea." 
'He and two others spent a 
great deal of time talking about 
the new drug laws, their 
repercussions and "their effect 
on the academic community," as 
he put it. _ 
The other two were Kenny 
May, president of Student 
Congress and Sean Bennett, 
chairman of Student Congress. 
Before long the three developed 
the idea of orgamzmg the 
colleges in the state into a lobby 
movement. 
From there they divided the 
state into 12 regions, each region 
having between 9 and 12 
schools. There is a regional head 
whose job is to keep 
communications open between 
CONGRESS 
his schools so ' that everyone 
~~ows just what is ,going on no 
later than -~4 hours after 
something happens. 
The Lobby is being 
coordinated here· at IC by a 
handful of eager students right 
now. Apparently the demands-
are many and confusing, because 
no notice appeared in 
lntercollege this past week about 
the upcoming weekend and as of 
last Friday, 'no plans for 
presentations or discussions 
during Parent's weekend had 
been devised, and both these 
items were referred to as 
oversights. 
But "what actually is the New 
York Student Lobby?". Andy 
Orgel asked that of the trio on a 
Drugrap show to be broadcast 
tonight at 9:30 over WICB FM 
and reR,eated tomorrow at 6:00 
over WICB AM. 
The question was sidestepped 
and Andy was answered by; 
"What we would eventually 
envision ourselves to be once we 
would be firmly established 
would be possibly to have a 
lobby person in Albany 
representing our points of view." 
This calls for a full-time agent to 
- be continually talking with 
various legislators and giving 
tht:m student input. 
The Lobby's ultimate aim is 
to legalize marijuana. · They do 
not want to give the impression, 
however, that that issue is its 
sole impetus. Once this business 
is over with, Kenny, Sean and 
Violence On 
1._C. Campus 
A mugging and attempted 
robberies have created an alert 
situation for the Safety Division 
on campus. On Monday evening 
Constantine Perialis' 
Vice-President of Student 
Affairs was unexpectedly called 
back on campus to cruise with 
Safety Division Officers. Staying 
on duty until 4:00 a.m., Mr. 
Perialis reported the admittance 
of one student Jo the Health 
~en_t~r as a result of injury 
rnfhcted during a struggle with 
two unidentified men. The 
Safety Division officers also 
followed two out-of-state 
unpermitted cars from the gym 
lot off campus. Mr. Perialis 
questioned the presence of three 
people walkmg from the gym to 
the P.A. building during these 
early morning hours. 
The Safety Division was 
instructed by Mr. Perialis to arm 
themselves in this exceptional 
situation. The Sheriff's office 
had informed the college that 
there existed a history . of 
retaliation with weapons in 
drug-related robberies. In 
reaction to seeing an unusual 
number of people wandering 
about the campus at these 
strange hours, Mr. Perialis has 
also directed the Safety Division 
officers not to hesitate to ask 
these people to identify 
themselves. 
An increase in burgularies on 
campus has aroused the concern 
of the· administration for the 
student's safety. It seems that 
most of these robberies are 
, drug-related, and attempted by 
people from outside the college 
community. The administration 
has been in dose contact· with 
· "the Ithaca District A,ttorney 
William Sullivan. No guarante; 
of a_mnes·ty to persons 
apprehe-nded can be grantll,d· by 
Mr. Sullivan, but Mr. Perialis 
personally feels that there will 
be no trouble. Even if students 
do not wish to identify 
themselves ' when reporting a 
disturbance, they are urged to 
call Safety. If students are still 
not comfortable with this, they 
may call the Crisis Center. 
Rising Costs 
/\ lso at - Tuesday night's 
Student Congress meeting Chris 
Nelson, Chairman of the 
Housing Committee, announced 
another increase for next year in 
student costs. Tuition will be 
increased SI 00 per semester, and 
room and hoard $ I I 0. A new 
revenue of $900,0QO will be 
received by the college, of which 
$300,000 will cover the recent 
increases in heat and electric 
costs. The remaining funds will 
he used for proposed new 
buildings and renovations. The 
higher tuition is the smallest 
percentage increase iri the last 
fow years. 
Shuttle Service 
Meanwhile, Andy Telsey,· 
Chairman of Commu,nity Health 
and Safety reviewed the 
situation concerning f.C. 
students' living in Valentine 
dorm off-campus. 
Earlier this week a group of 
Ithaca College students presently 
living in-the Valentine dormitory 
approached Don Runyon, 
Co-Ordinator · of Residential 
Life, requesting a shuttle service 
to campus., Because . these 
students did·. not choose to live· 
in Valentine, they feel it is the 
college's .• responsibility ro 
. provide tral)sportation. _The 
administratjon is looking over 
the- si_tuation for the time-being. 
Andy expressed hopes that the 
Lobby would continue ,.,;·and 
hopefully' extend into other 
areas dealing with the student 
,populatiol} of New York State. 
An Ori:gon Jaw now in effect 
lowered the maximum penalty 
for using marijuana to a $100 
ffne, b,ut kept stiffer penalties 
for those who grow, possess or 
sell it. The leaders have stated 
they are working only on the 
decriminalization of marijuana 
right now. Andy Telsey, when 
asked' if the Lobby were in favor 
of the Oregon Jaw, replied; "You 
can't have decriminalization 
penalty for marijuana on one 
hand and thert have other 
penaltie!; for things dealing with 
it. IT's got to be on the entire 
level." · 
TIJ,e crux of the Lobby and 
other. reform movements were 
questioned when a panelist 
q uericd; ".Why decriminalize 
marijuana'! 
The question was not actually 
answered and instead a sidelight 
to the Jaws was explained, 
concerning the laws as being 
directed toward - dealers and 
junkies and the legislators not 
knowing, what student life was 
like. 
Kenny May tried to answer 
that difficult question.He stated; 
"The law and its ramifications 
are prohibitionary. We're being 
penalized and subjected to 
criminal_ action for something 
that we really don't consider a 
crimin.,il act." 
_ .. -New 
Ithacare 
·He.ad 
l 
The Board of Directors of 
lthacare, Inc., meeting in tlie 
I thacare facility whh.:h is 
c u.r r e n t I y u n d e r go i n g 
remodeling, announced 
yester<lay that Charles 'w. 
Brodhead, Executive Din:dor of 
College Relations at Ithaca 
College, has hecn elect_ed a 
member of the Board am! 
Pq:sidenl. _' lie will Yeplace 
Stephen Schnoeweiss as 
president, effective Octoher I 5. 
Schneeweiss, wh·o will · take a 
sabbatical leave from the College 
to work at the University of 
Puerto Rico Medical Sciences 
camr,us and also to work on a 
monograph on health care 
administration, will continue as 
a member of the Board. 
/\lso elected to the Board wa:;' 
Robert B. Sprague, Dean of the 
School of /\!lied llealth 
Professions at Ithaca College. 
"Dr. Schneeweiss has done an 
absolutely outstanding joo in" 
developing. thl' lthacare concept-:, 
a'no successfully seeing 'if.-. 
through a myriad of hurdles to 
the co_nstruction stage," 
comnie'nted Brodhead. "I am 
- delighted to he associated with 
thL'> exciting endeavor and look 
forward. , to working with niy_: 
fellow Board members to see 
that lthacare devt:Iops its full 
potential for service to the 
Ithaca area. I am particularly 
pleased the Bob Sprague is 
Joining the Board. Hi., 
knowledge and counsel will be 
invaluable," Brodhead added. 
~-· 
According to Brodhead, 
applications for occupancy have 
begun to come in. Those Wil!hing ___ .,- •. -
fu_rther i-nformation should'.',.;,·-~·.--
contact Brodhead at Ithaca ,:···· 
College. , . _ . _ = ,- ·~·-
Ithacare ,will house 84 elderly •. - .. -.::- ,~i 
res'idertts, ambulatory-.: ·"oi~ •:,:l:\ 
handicapped,_ in what , was . ;_·_.~ 
previously the old Ithaca College ;1, ·. 
-Quarry Dormitory. The building .if 
was,, o.riginally_ · the Cou~~ 
Hospital. 
. .. 
... 
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H~'&.S. Department 
Starts Paper 
Ni/ting 
Boom 
'Hyde Park's content is The recent boom in outdoor 
_By Peter Korn d e p e n d e n t s o I e I Y on activities seems to have triggered 
contributions from the IC a parallel upsurge of interest in 
A new forum has been ~ommunity. To date, professor the Ithaca College Outing Club. 
advanced for all those concerned _Finlay has received some Led by faculty advisor Dr. John 
'75 OLYMPICS with various academic issues at response from faculty members, Shwartz of the Physics Dept., Ithaca ·college. The forum is in but noe at all from students.. about ·2s students will take part 
the form of a newsletter and is Professor Finlay will consider. in a hike to the Adirondacks thb 
the brainchild of Ted Baker, the newsletter a success if it weekend. Another 75 students 
By Marc Shaeffer Mr. VanHoutte acknowledged dean of the School of evokes student response as well have attended various meetings 
that in his opinion, the strongest Humanities and Science. as faculty's and admimstration's. of the club, and many of the 
The city of Ithaca is now the competition came from the West Hyde Park is dedicatl)d to He expressed consternation over activities planned through the 
.confirmed site for the 1975 . Point. Academy. Mayor Conly :'the expression of, and reaction the lack of student articles and next month are already filled. 
Junior AAU Olympics. feels Ithaca was finally chosen to, ideas," in order to innovate feels that the problem may lie in Nevertheless, all members of 
This past Monday Ithaca's· ' because the demonstration was and improve !C's academic life. a hesitancy toward seeing his an the IC community with an 
Mayor Edward J. Conly and made in person, whereas all The newsletter is "Open to all "amateur" article appear interest in hikmg, canoeing, and 
· Ralph Jordan of the Chamber of others who submitted bids. only people at the college and alongside that of a professor. He various wintertime sports are 
Commerce made their senttheirs1·ntobereviewed.He guranteestoprintallideasthat h' welcom". Dr. Shwartz is· striving to overcome t 1s ~ 
presentation to· the' Site stat;d, "We accomplished _what ·are proferred," stated Dean barrier and empllazises the emphasizes the urgent need for 
Sele·ction Committee in West we set out to do and I was Baker in his introd uctory informal format of Hyde Park. experienced outdoorsmen to 
Yellowstone, Montana. confident we would get it, forward on page one. Professor Finlay believes lead club expeditions. 
The presentation consisted of·, bee a use we went to the U n d er the edit O ri a 1 "there is a lack of adeq~ate Club plans for the near future 
a 30-minute slide and tape committee personally." supervision of Professor Dariiel interaction between teachers include canoe training sessions 
presentation created in 9 days The Site Selection Committee Finlay, Hyde Park commenced about what they are doing." for those unfamiliar with the 
by Roy Park, Jr. of the Park a p pare n t l y f el t this publication last week wfith t
1
wo Hy de Park is designed to sport, as well as outings on 
Broadcasting Company. Mr. Park demonstrated strong support c O nt i bu tions by acu ty accomodate and ficilitate such nearby 1akes and canals. llikes 
worked ·closely with Ithaca from this area, and the Junior members. Topics discussed interaction and involve the such as this weekend's are also 
College students in the Olympics were · personally incll!ded faculty evaluation and students as well. anticipated for as long as wmter 
preparation of the tape and invited to come to Ithaca. class goals as outlined by John Perhaps inspired by the keeps its distance. 
slides. · The Junior Olympics consist Harcourt and Shirley Hockett, concepts of Hyde Par, the The first snow will be far 
In a telephone interview with of approximately 900 competing respectively. Curriculum Committee will be from unwelcorned by club 
Raymond VanHoutte, President atheletes between the ages of 15 Professor Finlay sees a place sponsoring a series of forums on m cm be rs. how ev c r. Snow 
of the Ithaca Chamber of and 19. Mayor Conly, very for Hyde Park as a more various aspects of th" shoeing,crosscountryskiing,and 
Commerce, Mr. VanHoutte happy about the Committee's s'pecialized channel _for educational expcnence at IC'. a Christmas lukc are aln:ady on 
expressed his gratitude to IC choice and naturally optimistic, interaction than has previously The first one is planned for Oct. the agenda, and more ,1etiv1t1cs 
students. "We sincerely 'stated, "I am sure that the city been offered the IC community. 23 at a site yet to be named. The arc hemg considered. 
appreciate the help of the Ithaca of Ithaca will make the Junior He hopes Hyde Park· will t O p i c for discussion 1s The club meet~ every other 
College graduate students and Olympics a very memorable inS t igate more give-and-take curriculum 111novation, and all Wednesday 111 room JO<) of the 
thanks to all the students who event ·· for not only the between faculty and students on those with an interest in the science buildmg. Warm bodies 
were able to help put together participants but for the citizens how their educational process academic program of IC' arc encouraged. e~pec1ally thosL' 
th~t presentation." of the city of Ithaca." can work more efficiently· urged to attend. with the voice of experience 
. . . behind them 
----~------------~--------------------------------------~ -Living and Learning Center - Part 3 
Jake· Ryan Talks on L. &L. Possibilities 
By Roi:! Hale 
These questions were put to Professor John W. 
Ryan . of the Politics Department concerning 
history and concepts of the Living-Learning. 
Center. 
Q.: Last year, you taught a course entitled Time 
and the Future. What did it entail? 
A.: Our original design was to have about 90 
students _who were taking the course all live 
together. Being located in the towers . was an 
obsta~le in that it turned off most of the upper 
classmen and also there wasn't enough space to 
hold class. We .had our faculty offices· in one of the 
dorms,· which was a consi(lerable improvement 
over the Muller Faculty Center. Up there the 
offices were always being used. Students would 
constantly_come in to talk about something. Down 
here they're · always empty. Because of the 
pr-oportions of the class involved and the physical 
set-up, I'd say that the residence part of the course 
was a marginal success. I believe the freshmen 
involved 'in the course were able to develop unlike 
most.. ffeshmen in most circumstances. They 
seemed to have more. of a sense of cohesion, of 
sharing something. The course was divided into 
four sections, dealing· with, living in the present, 
human behavior, growth and alternatives for the 
future. I enjoyed doing it and think the class as a 
whole learned some· things from the course. 
Q.: Did the.. freshmen feel like guinea pigs in the 
living situation? 
A.: At first, but after a while they became 
adjusted and, I think, worked very well together. 
Q.: As a politics professor, do you think that 
communal living, as well as other coopera t1ve 
experiences are viable for the future of Anienca 
and the western world? ' 
A.: I think that it would be nice to have a 
choice. The only big choices one has today to 
make about your lifestyle arc a choice of 
professions. That's a rather narrow determination 
in terms of what is possible. Institutions tend to 
channel people towards conventional ways of 
thinking and living. Colleges do the same. I think it 
would be nice to see a few more creative ways of 
living. i happen to believe that how you learn is 
.equal to or more important than what you learn. 
Dorm life offers one an opportunity for sharing 
meaningful experiences (acad~mic or otherwise) 
with· _one's _<lorm members. Faculty are not 
necessary to those processes. They ·will happen 
with or without our being there. However, the 
faculty _ should be trying to- help improve the 
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quality of dorm life by reconciling the proce~sc~ of 
academic and social educauon. 
Q.. The present Livrng-Learning Center Jt 
Landon llall has a faculty member a~ resuknt 
advisor. Do you think Lhis is necessary lo ache1ve 
the result~ you spoke of? 
A.: First of all, it's ,1 lot to ask, and I don't 
think mosl of the faculty would he will111g to live 
in a dorm I th111k that's putting thL' emphas,~ 111 
the wrong place. The L1vmg-Learning Center is JUSL 
· a partial measure and that perhaps 1s its we,11,.ness. 
I would like to see this idea attempted on J grand 
scale. There ought to be some shared al'.ademic 
program going on in every dorm. The house 
counselors should s·tart right now fmding out what 
kind of academic involvement the students of each 
dorm want. And the entire population 
of the dorm should participate in one 
intellectual exploration. It would give each one of 
the residence halls its own character and l'(;,1vor. 
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Editorial SPIRO BITES TllE DUST 
Very few times m American history has there been a combination 
likl' Nixon and Agnew. Fiercely loved by the ardent right, dear 
friends of the corporate heads, the bloated rich, and backed by the 
heart of silent Middle America, fJJ,cy were to an equal degree loathed 
by the loud liberals and the nebulous group felt \o he the Amencan 
"intelltgentsia". Nixon, the master politician, and Agnew the master 
mouth. 
They'd gone through so much together. The narrow victory over 
llumphrey and Muskie in '68, Agnew's cmbarassing antics and 
sla~h1ng tongue of the first four years, different harrowing phases of 
N1xonon11cs. winding up. in' the· '72 election landslide for the 
undauntabk duo. l\nd finally they have accompanied each other 
into tragedy. 
While most fingers were pointed at the Chief Executive and calling 
for h1~ rc~1gnat1on, the Vice President gave the Administration some 
,emhl;ince of respectabil1ty'!<; he managed to keep himself amazingly 
tr..:..: trorn the ~tarn of the deydoping corruption. But he could not 
k..:ep on treading water forever, and amidst the barrage of Watergate 
bombshelb came Agnew\ own 111 the form of suspected tax evasion, 
kickback,. bnhery and extortion 111 his home state of Maryland. An 
unrelated affair, but 1t dragge<.l hun under, while tl].e President 
continues m hb own struggle. 
Perhap~ tilt.! President has a greater capacity to "tough 1l out" 
than the Vic·~ President, but what ·we have probably seen arc the 
.1ctions of a more courageous and moral man. /\s soon as his pers<'.Snal 
scanllal was n.::vcalcd, Spiro Agnew called a press conference, even as 
the \>resident kept puttmg off calling his own as the heat of the 
Watergate month~ grew greater. The President latl'r called two witllin 
a weeh 's ·1:ime. but they did not match the Vice President's in 
forthrightn..:ss. and JUSt :1s 1mport,mtly, timeliness. While the 
l'r,'~1dent failed to comc f.Jc..: to face with his problem, Vice 
l're~1dcnt Agnew al'tcd. It h,td always h;en so. While the President 
do,1kcd himsclt 111 tho.: maJesty of the Executive Orf1ce, the Vice 
l'rcs1dent talked. What the Chief, thougl1t but would not say, the 
/bs1~tun1 expounded. 
Heard on the-Hill 
"Bullish" America 
Bv Peter N. Burbank 
A Bus111css/hnance At.t1c1e 
There appear to be more people "bullish" on 
A mcrica than Merril lynch. In the past 3 weeks, 
esriecia\ly Sept. 17-21 and Sept. 24-28, the stock 
markd has made rapid advances on large volumes. 
One reason for this surge 1s the behef that interest 
rates havt! peaked smce six banks lowered their 
prime ending rate last week from IO to 91/z%. 
lntere~t rates on U.S. Treasury bills have dropped 
significantly 111 the past few wec(<s, indicating 
in~t1tut1ons are puftmg their money back into the 
stock market. Also. recent figures 111dicate that the 
U.S. balan<.:c of trade will swing mto the surplus in 
I 'J74. wlm:h 1s renewing optumsm in the market. 
Mutual funds are cashing 111 their short-term 
receivable notes Ill order to ta kc advantage of the 
"bullish" market. Recently mutual lund portlolios 
have changed from a high cash posit10n to a high 
sloe\... position. In future weeks less investment 111 
bonds. a~ a result. ~hould Ill' expected. 
So despite the squalor of the affair and the dirt ·it uncq_vered, it 
must be n~.ted that a. thread of morality still ran through Spiro 
Agnew. While the President fought to keep himself above his Vice 
President, above the people, and, most notably, above the law, the 
V~ce Pr·esident· came to grips with the rottenness of his deeds. We 
~v1ll ~ro~ably never know just how sullied he was, since the 
mvestigat1ons. ~a~e been halted. Maybe the worst thing he did was 
evade one years income tax. Maybe he was as corrupt as the worst 
in th_e bunch. There is no way we can tell. But when the time came 
he .did t_he only thing a man with morality could do-resign. OnlY: by 
rcs1gnat10n could he preserve the dignity of the office he held o' J 
by · t· · n Y 
res1gna 1~n co.uld the interests of his constituency best be se'rved, 
Only by res1gnat1on could one of the two greate~t problems in our 
go~ernment be resolved, so that the country could devote more time 
to its other problem. 
Wha! effect it will have on the other half of the not-quite-so 
dynam.1c duo, is not readily determined. If he were prone to 
following _an example set, he might take real note of what happened 
what the 1m portance of resignation really is. But he has never bee~ 
one .to follow a~oth~r·s lead. It just might be a negative effect on the 
Pres1dent._It might Just encourage him to go his own way, the Nixon 
Wa~. l-!1s int_ent _sho~ld b7 watched especially at (his point in time 
"'.hen _attention 1s being distracted from the "main.attra'ction". The 
d1vcrs1~~ of an Agnew resignation may well be exactly what "the 
Doctor ordered . 
In any ca~e, a precedent of sorts has been set. One of the nation's 
two (~p officers has had the good sense and courage to step down 
when it became clear his prescence in his job was doing the country 
he was serving more harm than good. Even if the other officer 
cannot be relied on to have similar common sense or moral fiber it 
~as. a~ least proven t~at. these men are not rot:ks, they are ~ot 
mvinc1blc, they are still Just men subject to the same natural and 
!egal. !aw~ as anyone else. Perhaps now congressional or judicial 
I~QUI_n~s mto other governmental corruption in high places will now 
f<:el a greater sense of freedom and purpose in pursuance of their 
an~~- Now that they've seen that it can happen, they can feel the 
ability to make it happen. In ~pite of the man. 
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ON"EiO GO, 
1'11e underlying strength of the market 1~ 
revealed when one analy?:es the drastic 111ark!.!t 
value dcdmc· ot glamour stocks ll1 the past-~ weeks 
1.ksp1\.: a "bu\\1sl\" market. The market value price 
o\ \.H.M. h.is fallen 30'.:;._ below its J <J7J high, 
M(~lt' lnves\mrnt 50';;. /\von Products 40'},, 
l'oloro1d J()";. and Disney 35';; .. These "blue-d1ip" 
sloc·k~ have displayc-d 1.:onsistent performance 111 
l he pa~t. and lwve c·vc-11 done wdl in poor m·.irhct~. 
dechned,..as a result of poor publicity about future 
trends 111 the 'private mortgages, this ratio has· 
widened in the month of September. 
I.B.M.'s ,kdme re-suited from a $35!.<, m1!\1on 
Jtlllgrmt'nl which was awarded to Tekx Corp. 111 
an anti-trust suit !or monopoly of the computer 
market. Dcsp1tc 1.\3.M.'s recent dl!lin..:: this writer 
tee!~ the opportunity and time is e'xcellcnt to buy 
~to..:k in I.B.M. M.G.I.C. lnvestme_nt Corp. has 
As predide.d in an earlier article Scnlitz Brewing 
Co. posted a substantial gaiIP in its thlrd quarter. 
Schlitz. the· nation's second largest brewing 
company posted earnings 15% ahead of the same 
l '>72 period. At this point it would be in good 
taste to congratulate John and the boys of Pi Lam 
for their stalwart efforts in contributing to the 
boom. 
To rhe Ediror· 
L.1~! WCl'k !he• ltha..:a11 
repnnfed a renpe I had written 
severa( years a~o. and dutifully 
placc-d my hy Jine in the ..:opy. 
This recipe w.ts written (along 
with several_ 'other news and 
feature storic-~. editorials. and 
columns) at a tune wht-'11 I served 
as an editor of the !thacc.n and 
frlt integrally involved w its 
publ1cut1011. I am not now 
connected with your paper m 
any way shape- or fashion. I did 
nor approve or solicit. nor will I 
approve or solicit. the use of any 
of my previously published 
works. 
However. your ind1scnminate 
use of my byline might lead 
your readers to believe that I am 
part of the staff and it would 
follow. that I condone your 
paper. I would like to make it 
dear that I bl'heve your paper, 
in just the first few weeks of 
publicat,on, has reversed all the 
advances made in my years as an 
editor. 
In short. I specifically refust 
to allow further use of my work 
and urge you to consider using 
yo,ur own origmal material. 
Yours truly, 
Steven S. Kavee' 
To the Editor of the Ithacan: 
If wlrat "Fearfully 
Anonymous" had to say in his 
ktter about the Mieczkowski 
Affair is true, thei:i, perhaps it 
can be said that the South Hill 
Campus has sired yet another 
i Ile gitimate offspring of 
Watergate. I refer to GREEP, Jr. 
Since it hardly served the 
faculty's interests by plotting to 
deprive a professor of his 
liveli1106d without due process, 
the H &' S Faculty Council 
should 1119re aptly be labeled the 
Council Responsive Entirely to 
Ellis Phillips, Jr, ~ . 
Really yoms, 
"Dick Tuck" 
I 
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Tricky Dick "Fryed" Aga~µ 
N,IXON BEHIND BARS? 
. By Fred Raker 
Richard Nixon: A f a.ntasy, David, Frye's fo~rth 
album, is a funny, but biting account of w,hat 
happened to our President as he. was· found guilty 
of the Watergate incident. 
The album; _ written by Ga~e Kaplan anci Eric 
Cohen with addi'tional materiaLfrom Bob- -Shayne 
and Frye, is Frye's best effmt. It begi,ns with 
Richard "Five o'clock sl).adow" Nixon beinf seen 
leaving the Watergate complex on the night of the 
alleged break-in. Following that, Nixon visits the 
Godfather and asks to b.e exonerated. When Mr. 
Corleone inquires if he wants justice, Nixon says 
·'not necessarily." · ' 
As Nixon, Frye is unrelenting. Addressing the 
American public he is prepared to tell the truth. 
Regretfully, he had to accept the resignation of 
·• I 541 - of the finest· public servants ... " Also, he 
assumed full responsibility but not the blame for 
the Watergate mess. His explanation: "Those who 
are to blame lose their- job,; those who are 
responsible do not." Concluding, Nixon. 
pronounces: "I love America. And you alw.ays 
hurt the one that you really love." 
After being harassed by none other than 
lloward Cosell outside the courtroom, Tricky Dick 
is brought inside where he is prosecuted by 
Raymond Burr. Burr (Perry Mason, in case you've 
forgotten) coerces Frye-I mean Nixon into. 
.1dmitting that !1e did indeed instigate and 
participate in Watergate (Eve11 though he claims 
not to be "mechanically inclined"). 
rm serving again." There are many more gems 
such as these, and those previously mentioned, 
throughout the thirty-two minute fantasy. 
David Frye singing? Would you believe David 
Frye doing an impersonation of Richard Nixon 
doing a take-off on Johnny Cash singing at Folsom 
Prison? Well, that is included and done most 
successfully. The very clever writers, headed by 
Gabe Kaplan, jumped on the satirical bandwagon 
with a Big Record ,Offer--"Dick Nixon Solid 
Gold," a collection· of his greatest hit spe·eches. 
After a planned escape from Fulsom fails, we 
find the poor "Professor" only minutes awa'y from 
his death. Chaplain Graham comforts him and 
sugge ts that "we pray." However, Nixon has· 
converted to Judaism-in exchange for Sammy 
Davis, Jr.'s endorsement-and prays in Hebrew. 
The Chaplain is flabbergasted, "Richard, what is 
that mumbo jumbo?!" Nixon explains and is then 
escorted by Hubert "motormouth" Humphrey to 
what he ca'll safely call his "last press conference." 
Just before the switch is thrown, Governor 
Rockefeller calls. Not tO".commute his sentence, as 
Nixon thought, but to "make sure everything is 
going all right." 1::he switch is pulled. Confusion, 
mass hysteria-a nightmare. In fact, it 1s a 
nightmare. The President awakes and asks Pat if 
he's still the President. She confirms 1t and he says 
"Oh, good. Because if I'm not the President. this 
has been a gruesome joke on all of us." 
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livingston's 
''R•in/Jow, 11 
M111ic•I Music 
By Bill Henk 
The rising success and popularity of James 
Taylor has long cast its forebodmg shadow over 
, the up and coming career of his younger brother 
Livingston. Many are those that have wrong!; 
q~estioned the legitamacy of Liv's career, unaware 
of the real facts of the situation. Indeed, a quick 
_look at those facts show them to be strongly in 
Liv's favor. For Liv began his own solo career long 
before James' name began to become synonomous 
with "box office". Nevertheless it has been an 
uphill grind for Uv in terms of l11s own musical 
independence. 
As part of his attempts to make a name for 
himself and thus come from the shadows, Liv has 
separated himself from the rest of his family. Liv 
currently resides in the suburban Boston town of 
Weston. He has wntten, as part of his declaration, 
such songs as I Can't Get Home Again and Mom 
and Dad. Let Me Go Down on his newly released 
third Ip carries the theme further: "And if you 
want to see me/Pray like hell for rain/Don't give 
me no more heartaches/Don't borrow what you 
can't lend". 
, Side Two finds Nixon, nicknamed The Professor 
1 "l am the Professor"), in Fulsom Prison 
surrounded by such hardcore convict a Jack 
"Dutch" Palance and Paradise (Truman Capote) 
with \'arden Steiger ·running the show. 
Frye does twenty-five voices and 1s assisted only 
on rare occasion by _Gabe Kaplan, Carol Hanzel, 
and Windy CnJjg. For the most part, Frye is on 
target with his voice charactenzat10ns. Lacking 
somewhat, were Spiro Agnew, Humphrey Bogart, 
Howard Cosell and Raymond Burr. It is a shame, 
though, you were not able to sec the facial 
expressions for that 1s Frye's forte. 
And, thank you for the transition, this leads us 
to the subject of Liv's latest Ip, Over the Rainbow. 
Unlike the prev10us two, which W<.!rc: basically 
~iv, 111s guitar. l11s voice and h1~ piano. th1~ Ip 
features Liv with the likes of Chuck Leavell 
( Allman Brothers) on p1an9, Buzzy Fe1ton 
( Butterfield Blues Band and Full Moon ),Timmy 
Talton and Jim Nalls (both of Co1Vhoy) on guitars, 
and Ne II Larson ( Full llloon) on key hoards with 
the background vocal help of (gue~s who) James 
and Carly. That's not to say, however. that the 
changes here musically are drastic enough to cause 
Liv Taylor lovers of the past to denounce this 
effort. Over the Rainbow simply represents a 
masterful mixture of various moods and mm1cal 
combinations 
• 
Although not intended to_ be social comments, 
Nixon has some great lines-While he is in jail: "If 11 
must be locked up with a campus. radical, 1 want 
the National Guard close by at haitd.'.' And a 
classic, "I'-ve served mv country all my-life ... Now · 
There is not much more to say except that 
David Frye is one of . the master mimics 
(Impressionist. if you 'like) of our time. And with 
Richard Nixon: A Fantasy, he certainly made that 
, perfectly clear. 
''So~l Rush''for A Thousarid Year Peace 
Lexington-Concord was the 
site fofr the "shot- heard round 
the world", the rallying point 
for the American Revolution. 
Now once again Lexington, 
Concord -is the rallying point for 
another sort of revolution. Only 
this revolution is not national, it 
is global. It is not poli~cal, .it is 
spiritual. 
It is ·on October 14th at this 
historical landmark that ' the 
"satsang (discourse on truth) 
heard round the · Jrld" will be 
given.· From .::re will be 
launched a "r .t Rush" to the 
Houston .t..~Lrodome, Millenium 
'73, the ·fes_tival marking a 
thousand years of peace. It is 
America's and the world's· 
formal invitation to what just 
may prove to be the 'most 
important event in the history of 
the world as a fifteen-year-old 
boy spells out his complete plans 
to bring peace to the world 
':"ithin his (and our) lifetime! 
Soul Rush will be a caravan 
jubilee of 500 .followers of Guru 
'Maharaj Ji, traveling by foot and 
bus through the heartland of 
America. Through Boston and 
Philadelphia, Washington and 
Columbus, Indianapolis and St. 
Louis, they will be spreading the 
unbelievable message that the 
time of peace has finally come. 
When the Soul Rushers reach 
Washington D.C., they will hold 
a demonstration outside the 
demonstrations have taken place 
here, especially during the 
turbulent sixties, that they have 
become almost innumerable and 
indistinguishable. So many of 
our noblest peace-!ieckers have 
demonstrated fer peace outside 
of the Presidential iron gates. 
This time however. the man 
inside will not be witness to a 
demonstration for peace, but a 
demonstration of peace. 
White House. So 
500 people, perhaps more· 
who have found this peace w~ll 
take part in a candle light 
procession and performance of 
the traditional "Song of Light"'. 
The idea bemg of course to sho'W 
that peace 1s already here and 
needs no further demonstrations 
or legislations. It is bemg 
revealed gladly and joyfully to 
all by a small boy from India. 
The Sol}! Rush is an open 
invitation to everyone, the 
President included, to come to 
an event we've all been waiting 
many .for 
This is the concluding part of this series of articles de.1·1gncd to make/(' s·tzideiztr 1,1 
· 1· ti u·11 · '?Jf, · · · ,, , ore aware of Guru H 1 ra1 1 as ie 1riz emum esnml (lo be held No1•r111ber 8 9 & /oat the 1/ouston '1 ., d ) 1 ' aw_ Ithacan will he proPiding direc(~·ol'eragc of the event. ' · . · ·1 ro ome approac ll'J,The 
Liv's beautiful and flexible guitar work 
dommates such cuts as Rodeo and the Beatie~· If I 
Needed Some~me. while piano and guitar comhme 
on I Can Dream of You. The piano 1~ upfront Ill a 
d1st111ct versfon of Somewhere Over The Rainllow. 
Horns arc imagmat1vcly used on Let Me Go Down 
and Pretty Woman, while Lady Tomorrow ;s thl• 
closest tlung to rock that Liv presents us here 
Liv's voice 1s just so very similar in tone to 
James' that the comparison 1s Just totally 
inevitable. To me, and to others I'm ~urc. this only 
serves to enhance the quality ot Liv'~ music Like 
much of Liv's work, thi~ album sort ol sneaks up 
on you. You're aware it's there but !Ittlc more, 
until suddenly you fmd yourself unexpectedly 
singmg along. By the thlfd or fourth t1 me you play 
it you quickly come to realize how much 1t 's 
brightened up your otherwise drab and dull d.iy. 
It's an album that deserves a place 111 your 
collection, if only for that reason. After all, 
albums of such magical quality are worth their 
weight in go-Id. 
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If music is an important part of your life, 
the three products sliown in this ad are 
worth knowing abOut. They make tape 
cassettes the most satisfying way to listen 
to recorded music. 
. .. ... . ~ . . . . . l · , 90 Ad-.,rr,• C"luar:uvm [)ta!fl 
rt•ll'asp..; from th<' major rPcorciing companiPs. R1•,·i(•ws 
in t hi' major hi fi rnagazi rn·s· ha,·«; not onl_\· call('d tlw 
~01 tl11• fw..;t cassPttl' machirw a,·ailahJp-(tht>,·-elon·t sa\' 
"IH•st" ,·1·n· 11ft1•11 in tlws<' magazirws) hut· also ha,·~· 
l'allPcl it full:,.· comparahli• to th1• hPst opPn-n•p) tap<' 
dt>l'ks. It costs ~'.?~0. 
An:~:hod~· who list<•ns to n·(·ord:-: \'<'r>· mul.'h 
knows th<·>· aren't ex:1<·tl\ JH'rf<•(·t for the wa\ 
p<•oplt' rl':111>· li\'l'. To k<·<·p t h<'m from g<'t ting 
s<'ra t dH·d up or ful I of grit. \OU ha,·<· to ·makP a 
kind o.f shrine out ·or the re('ord pla~·c·r. And that 
just doesn't work too \\'di around most pl;:i<·es. 
A lot of JH·ople \\'ould haw· s\\'itl'hed over 
t o t :1 I H • ca s set t es h y no\\' i f <·asset t es had 
sounded as good as n·('ords. But the>~' didn't if 
:-;ou n·all\ listern·<I. :1nd the nrnin reason was 
t:lJH' li:1<·kground nois<'. Tap<' hiss ·was so prom: 
i,wnt :it t lw slow sp(•ed and 11:11To\\" tapt· width 
of ('assl'ttt•s th:1t it \\·as <·onstantl>· intruding 
on. and ;ll t inws l'\'('11 masking. t ht' program 
m:lf t'ria l. Thl' th ri•t• :\ ch·en t prod ud s sho\\·n in 
th i:-; ad ha,·<· cha ngt·d a 11 that. A lot of us. IH.'oplP 
\\'ho \\'ork in tlw :1t1dio indu-.;fn·. ust• tht·n1ev<'n· 
day at horn<'. a n.d \\'(' k no\\' fir~t h!HHI t hn t t hp~· 
makP it possihlt• for t·ass<·t te n·<·ordings to sound 
<"on sis h ·n t I\ as good as an::,;t h ing _\'<HI 'II t'\'er 
The ..\dn~nf \lodel 202 is a cassPt t <' pla:,.·hal'k d('1·k 
for JH'op}p \\'Jin \•;an( t<; }istPl1 to rt•,:ord<'d (':lSSPtt1'•s h{1f ."'i·, 
arPn·t int<'r('stPd in making tlu•ir «ivvn r('<'ordi'ngs. (It's 
also an id('af s1•cornl dt•ck for sonworw who- <'ould mak,• 
good US(' of two tapP -play~•rs. hut onl_\· IH'Pds onP n•-
· lwar :it horn<'. hut li\'(•,musi(' its(•lr - and pn,tt>· 
«·lo~c· to that on tht• ht'st <'<p1ipnwnt. \Vhen \H' 
tab· srn1-:,•thing that good and <':HT_\' it ai·nu11<l 
in our pockd without \\·orr\·ing ahou1 an\' loss 
of sound quai'it_\'. \\'(' kno,,· ~\'l' an• i·pc·nm1~1Pnd-
ing ~om<·tbing n·:dl\ right. 
The \dH'nf \II»dcl 20J i .... a high p1•rfcirmant·1· C':1:--· 
-.l'!t1• clt·l'k that plug;-; into a :--t,:n•o .._,.._fpm f11 mak1• and 
pl;n :--f1•rt•11 l'a..;~pft<· rt'l'ording-. It 11:--1•-. ttw J)c,Jh\ S,< 
fl'lll of 11()is1• rt•cl11di1111. whid1 .-\d\'l•nt hrc111ghf f., t'.IS· 
.... tt1• rt•('()rding for tilt' fir...,f 111111• - and whid1 h llll\\ 
ilH•ing ll~t·cl 111 th,· making J>J mc, .... t 1·11111mt'•rc·ial ,·as,.;t'fli' 
. ('ordPr.) I rs tlw fi rsf pla_\·hack cl,•ck to Pmplo_\' tlw 
Dolh.v s.,·st('m. and it will play all n•corc!Pd casspttt•:--
rnadP vvith or without tlw Dolh_v J>r<H'PSS, It.costs s,:~o. 
which is about thP priC'P of a rP<'ord pla_\'('r of Pqui,·a-
lt•nt quality. 
..\ch'ent fape in <"assPttPs is a product of tlw dis-
t·o,·1•r.v that DuPont's chromium dioxidP tapt• formu-
lation. whi<"h pn•viously had hP<'ll usNI onl\' for vidPo 
rt•('«>rding and otlwr d(•manding jobs. wa~ icit•al for 
l'a:-;sP!tPs. Tlw SllJH'rior propPrfiPs of chrorrii11m diox-
idt• tap«'. ('omhirlt'd with tlw Dolh.\· S_\·stem. makt> it 
possihl1• to proclucp cassptf P n•cordings that pq\iaJ ttw 
IH•sf r<>cord,...;. Sine,• ,,..,, a rt• now ofTPring Ad\'Pnt cas-
sPttPs at n•dut·(•d pricPs which art• cornparahlP to. or 
l(•ss than. what _\'Oll ha,·p had to p\1.\· fnr ot h(•r h'igh-
qual it,\· cassPIII' tapPs, th('.\' ar(• worth usin~•for all 
·music rPcording. ( For lwst rt•stilt thP\' should llP ust>d 
1,11 rnachirws which ha,·p a chromium ~lioxid<' Pqualiza-
t ion switch. l Ach·(•1.1t ·ch.roniium -dioxid<• tapP is -avail-
ahlt> in C-1;0, <'-90. and C'-1 :.W IPng,t hs. and an optional 
..;foragP a)hum i,...; frp(• with ('\'Pr_\· l)Urchasl' of six ('clS-
SPttPS. 
If :-·nu ar1• still dou~_)tful ahout tlw pnformant·t•. 
daims mad~ for th,• <'assp(f.,·m .. di11111 or art• ('llrinns to' 
l1t•:1 r I h«- prod11l'f..; we• an: rt'('olllmPncii'ng. ,~·t.• i-,n··itP. \·011-
fo (··onH' in and li:-d1•11. \\'1· think that what ,·011 will l~t•ar . ._ 
will 1111·Pt .. or <'Xl't't'd an,· <'XJlt'('tations \'1~11 m;i\' foa,·p 
;if fc•r n·adi11g this a<t · · 
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Music for trombone will be performed at Ithaca College's Walter • 
, Ford Hall Thursday evening, Oct. 11. The free public concert, 
scheduled at 8: 15 p.m., will be given by th~ College's .Trombone· 
Choir under the direction of Fra'nk Brown. 
Their presentation will ,range from the transcription of a I 5th · 
century Gloria by Guilaume Dufay to modern jazz. 
A trio, composed of Edward S~gg, Vernon Gate~ood and Jerry 
Natoli, will play two sonatas written in 1687 by Dame! Speer. From 
the Classical period, the Trombone Choir will perform the S~nata 
Allegro from Mozart's Symphony No. 13. Four trombonists will be 
heard in the transcription· of a treble vocal quartet fro~ 
Mendelssohn's oratorio Elijah, "Holy A feature of the program will 
be the music of Harry Lockwood, graduat~ trombone major at the 
Music School. His Chant, which will be premiered Thursday, was 
written and dedicated to the memory of his Eastman trombone 
teacher, Emory B. Remington. The ensemble will play Lockwood's -
Nine Pieces for Trombone Choir and Visions of the Prophet, the 
latter conducted by the composer with Frank Brown as soloist. 
Edward Sugg will be soloist in Mysterious Horse Before the.~ate, 
composed by Alan Hovhaness for trombone and percussion -
glockenspiel, vibraphones, chimes and giant tamtam. Other 
contemporary pieces are Tommy Pederson's Hymn for Trombones 
and arrangem~nts of Pressler's Love for Sal~ and Senff's What Are 
You Doing the Rest of Your Life?, featunng James Ostrander as 
soloist. 
CHORAL ENSEMBLES AND ORCHESTRA TO PERFORM 
Two favorite choral works will be performed at Ithaca College's 
Walter Ford Hall at 8: 1 S p.m., Friday, October 12. The public i s 
invited free-of charge to ·hear Brahms' Liebeslieder Waltzes, Opus 52, 
and Faure's Requiem, Opus 41(. • 
Participating in the concert are tne combined choral ensembles of 
the Music School: the College Chorus and Concert Choir, which are 
directed by Roland Bentley;the Women's Chorale, whose director is 
James Porterfield, and the College Chamber Orchestra, Thomas 
Michalak director. 
Porterfield will conduct the performance of the popular Liebeslieder 
Waltzes, with duo-piano accompaniment by James Caraher and 
Willard Lawton, graduate music students. The 18 short "Love Story 
Waltzes" have long been a favorite of both singers and audiences. 
The choral forces and chamber ensemble will perform the Requiem 
of Gabriel Faure under the baton of Roland Bentley. Appearing as a 
soloist· are soprano Sue Laurier and baritone Donald Rickenback. 
The Requiem, written in 1886-87, was composed in memory of-
Faure's father who died in 1885. This work occupies a position 
unique among modern choral works in its freshness and rank with 
the finest religious music ever composed in France. 
~~~:1¼~973~7 
HARPSICHORD ANl:J'FLUTE· RECITAL : 
Music for harpsichord and flute will be featured i.I'l an Ithaca College 
faculty recital Wednesday evening, ·Oct. 17. The concert, at 8: l 5 
p.m. in Walter Ford Hall, is free to the public. 
···c1assif ieds 
Harpsichordist Joseph Tague will play a suite of four pieces by_Giles 
Farnaby, one of the leading composers of early keyboard music, 
who lived in England c. l 560-1640, and English Suite No. 2 in A 
Minor by J .S. Bach. 
Flutist David Berman will join Tague in the performance of J .S. 
Bach's Sonata in B Minor and Sonata in G Maj9r by C.P.E. Bach, a 
son of J .S. Bach and one of the most influential composers of his 
generation .. 
SYMPHONIC BANDS TO PERFORM 
The "Blue" and "Gold" Symphonic Bands of Ithaca College will 
perform jointly in concert at 8:15 p.m., Monday, Oct. 15. The 
Walter Ford Hall event is open to the public without charge. 
The first half of the pro~ram will be presented by the Blue Band. ' 
Under the direction of Herbert C. Mueller they will open with 
Spiritual _by American composer H.~Owen Reed, followed by Henri 
Rene's musical art, "Passions in Paint." They will also play an 
arrangement of folk dances by August Molzer entitled Slavonic 
Dance Festival and the descriptive "Appian Way" from Respighi's 
symphonic tone poem, The Pines of Rome. Mueller and the Blue 
Band end with Charles Frenet's I Wish You Love. 
Directed by Jack Bullock, the Gold Band begins it portion of the 
concert with Celebration Overture by Paul Creston. Also to be 
performed are an arrangement of Percy Grainger's Spoon River and 
Bagatelles for Band by Vincent Persichetti. The Gold Band 
completes the program with a transcription of the familiar Polka and 
Fugue from Weinberger's opera Schwands, the Bagpiper. 
RUNNING CLUB 
The Finger Lakes Runners Club will hold its October meet on 
Sunday, the 14th. Starting time is 2: 30, at Schoellkopf Stadium : 
Track, Cornell University. Registration Desk will open at 2:00. : 
Distances run include ½ mile, I mile, 2'rnile 10n the track and 2. 7 i 
mile, 3.7 mile, 5.4 mile, 6.4 mile on the roads. Events are arranged 
according to ability and are scheduled for the "Run for Your Life" · 
group, who run mainly for health and fitness; and the competition · 
group who run for what competition offers them. A "Special Event" 
will be offered that will vary in each meet, according to suggestions I 
and interest of the participants. The meet' schedule will continue on • 
every second Sunday of each month. Tha purpose is to promote ·1 
fitne.ss, for anyone interested in running. The 'meets alone cannot 
make a significant change in one's physical condition, but it is 
lfoped that they will stimulate and motivate individuals to conduct, I 
one's own conditioning program. The program is based on the ' 
principle that vigorous exercise improves health, prevents heart ;I 
attacks, decreases weight, increases life span, improves stamina and 
generally makes one feel better. Anyone interested regardless of 
age, sex, or ability, is welcome to participate. 
I ' 
If you are a member of the I.e. 
community you undoubtedly have 
had your~ hassles ranging from 
plugged tollet.' to run-Ins with your 
roommate or faculty members. The 
Office of student Concerns will aid, 
refer, and assist you In solving these 
problems. Write Box 600, Egbert 
Union. 
WJJ-
ls your aloofness really 
purposeful? Stop running off at 1 ,45. 
Come with me, Come together. 
-Blue 
Dearest Robyn-
Thanks for the letter folding that 
you did for me. Vou're the greatest 
for not wanting to be paid. 
Dear Robin, 
Love and Hugs, 
Tex ..... 
Vou know I love, I know I love 
you, so why let them know, huh? 
You crazy blonde! 
Love, 
Pumpkin Keepers Beware 
The Witch 
The Great Pumpkin will get the 
people of 6. 
Blondie wlll Pay 
The Great Pumpkin 
WANTED: Ride to Boston area this 
weekend. Call 277-0575. • 
Dear Soccer Team, , 
Good luck, but no matter what 
happens, you"ve still got a fan. 
Love, 
Mom 
To All the People Who Came to My 
October 4th Surprise Party, 
I don't believe you people! My 
birthday was the best. Thank you · 
ever so much. 
Dear Soccer team, 
Love, 
Leah. 
Vou've had a good season so far 
and we want you to keep up the 
good work. Have a winning weekend 
and we'll be here cheering for YOU, 
Good Luck, 
Dear Abby, 
Love, 
Vour Managers 
Have a good time this weekend but 
not too good a time. Ha Ha. 
Love, 
Me 
gljt Ntttr Uorl< ghnts 
, 
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loo ltni12t, ~ Jl,J9'7'd;~ !I -, ' I Silence 
• ts 
Golden 
By Mike Hunt 
Rumor has it that a special 
committee that formed last year 
to study noise control in the 
dorms will submit its iindings 
this week. Our rumor reporter, 
still roving and roaming, has 
fallen upon the top secret and 
much hushed up findings of the 
committee. The committee's 
findings take on two forms. The 
first idea being a complete and 
thorough sound proofing and 
renovation of each dorm. This 
would include thick shag 
carpeting on top of a four inch 
rubber foam base, coating the 
walls with cork panelling at least 
a half a foot thick, and putting 
in a special ceiling designed by 
students in the chem lab 
consisting of foam rubber, 
fiberglass, and cork. On the third 
page of the report it states that it 
would be practical since total 
area in each room would only be 
reduced by about 25%. 
However, because of the 
. prohibitive cost (approximately 
$3000 per room) they have 
decided on an alternative plan. 
Plan number two calls for the 
banning of stereos, radios, 
televisions, and noisy 
refrigerators. The flushing of 
toilets during certain hours is 
also prohibited, as is the wearing 
of footgear inside the buildings 
and all nylon and other noisy 
clothing. The final part Qf the 
plan calls for the cessation of all 
talking within the buildings. 
Although this plan is strict, it is 
predicted to be very effective. 
The roving rumor reporter 
feels that all alternatives have 
not been exhausted. We feel the 
simplest solution is the best,just 
prohibit all people from the 
dorms. With this solution, 
silence in the dorms is 
guaranteed. 
I 
IC VISITS SPRINGFIELD 
A long trip is in store this weekend for IC as. they travel to 
Springfield College. Listen for the play-by-play of the 
Ithaca-Springfield game as the ICB Sportsteam describes all the 
· action starting at I :00 pm Saturday on WICB AM/FM. 
WICB'S,LEGISLATION SERIES TO CENTER ON DRUG LOBBY 
The revised New York State drug laws will serve as the main topic in 
WICB's -:ootinuing series- on the new legislation. Andy Telsey and.· 
Shawn Bennett, repres·enting the IC Student Congress, .and Kenny 
May, President of IC student Government will explain how students 
can become involved in the Drug Lobby, being initiated at Ithaca 
College. · 
The program will air on Thursday evening at 9 :00 on WICB-FM 
(91.7) and on Friday at 6:00 pm over WICB-AM (61 on IC and 
CABLE TV FM 106 for downtown & CornelLresidents.) 
STUDENT RECITALS 
Three Ithaca College music students will present their senior recitals 
next weekend. The programs, at Walter Ford Hall, are free to the 
public. . _ . , . 
At 2 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 13, Michael Kmght will be heard playing 
music for clarinet. He will play a transcription by his Music School 
teacher Robert Schmidt of Bach's Chaconne in D Minor, the 
Divertimento for Flute, Oboe and Clarinet by Malcolm Arnold, 
Premiere Rhapsodie by Debussy and Suite pour Violon, Clarinet et 
Piano by Milhaud. Assisting instrumentalists-are Marilyn Booth, 
flute; S·ua Reichenthal, oboe; Kenneth Ft!_ng, violin; and 'Jan 
Delli-Bovi, piano. 
Raymond Zoeckler will give his senior violin recital, which was 
originally scheduled for Sept. 29, at 4 p.m., Saturday (Oct. 13). 
Accompanied by pianist Laurie Conrad, he will perform Sonata in G 
Minor for Violin Solo by Bach, Meditation by Tchaikovsky, 
Zapateado and Malaguena by Sarasate, Concerto No. -i in D Minor 
by Wieniawski. Zoeckler is a pupil of Thomas Michalak. 
The final recital, at 4 p.m. · Sunday (Oct. 14), will feature Marilyn 
Booth, flute, with Louise Chatterton Smith as accompan1st. Miss 
Booth, a pupil of David Berman, will be assisted by Jack 
Greenhouse, guitar; Michael Knight, clarinet; and Louis Papastrat, 
bassoon. The program includes Sonata iri D Major fqr Flute and 
Piano by Prokofieff, Sonata No. 5 in C Major by Mozart and 
Fragments for Woodw:ind Tri·o by Muczynski. 
INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL 
Women's Intramural Volleyball-Rosters are available in Rm. 17, Hill 
P.E. Bldg. Also, they're available at a .captain's meeting, to be held 
October 11, 8:00_ P.M. in P-2 of the P.E. Bldg. All captains must be 
present. Anyone interested in officiating these games should attend 
the meeting. A fee of $1.85 per game will be paid. 
. .~. ~ ~ ,' . ' 
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Movi8s 
Virgin-~ Run W~ld· 
By Stephen H. S'Yartz 
There's a new movie in town that you shouldn't 
take your children to; in fact, you shouldn't take 
your date or your parents, either. It's a bad 
movie-not quite etotic enough, definitely not 
funny enough, the · movie dies on all fronts. Ev~n.' 
its backgrounds are bad. . 
Run Virgin Rwi (advertised in The Ithaca 
Journal as Run Virginia Run-obviously they 
didn't want to offend anybody. I once knew a girl' 
named Virginia-I called her. virgin for short but 
not for long.) is a German product dubbed into 
English. Hans Billian, the director and writer, has 
attempted to make a film from a weak noald joke: 
the elders of a town in Germany are being 
cuckolded by the town blacksmith--a super stud 
who has been known to satisfy the town's entire 
female population in under fifteen minutes. And 
they say the Munich Olympics was the most 
spectacular sporting event of modern times. 
(Anothe·r thing I can't figure out: who needs a 
blacksmith in Germany in f 973? Unless you want 
your VW to be shoed, I can't see the neccessity.) 
The film revolves around this one ludicroµs 
situation: ·the young wives of tke·town send their. 
geriatric mates ·out into-the forest to bteathe "The 
Fern"-a southwesterly wind that purporte·dty 
makes them as - potent as a sperm wha1e in heat. 
But we all know what The· Fern really is: those 
frauleinen aren't being impregnated by some 'Silly 
jockeys who have taken a twenty minute 
constitution through The Black Forest. 
There are- no actors of note in this fiasco. Joav 
Jasinski and Alex:ander Allerson are the_only two 
that are memorable: she for a mole on her left 
cheek,-he because he looks so muc!J. lijce Sam 
Ervin. 
Run Virgin Run is currently at The Temple 
Theater. 
._:' 
Conctrt "?Z, targum cro_ssword 20 - on (urge) 21 - Bator.Mongolia 4 Sphere 6· 7 22 Oust 5 White poplars 
23 Greek epic poet 6 Of the moon , 
25 Loud warning signal 7 Draft a,pimals 
'El Greek philosopher 8 Gluttonous person 
tht. 
29 Spasms . 9 Society of doctors -
30 Egyptian earth god 10 In existence 
33 Arrested 11 Breaking a nasty 
3~ Pocahontas' craft habit 
33 
36 
35 Actress Liv -mann 12 - plaisir 
,36 Actor - Ray J 3 Repose 
37 Greek physician 18 Unit of. light 
38 Church proiection 19 Concise 
39 Telephone company 24 Sundry assortment 
40 Minnesota Twin· 25 Muscular power 
41 Nearest or farthest 26 Image 
orbital point 27 Distinguishing 
42 College in quality 
Nashville 28 Stops 
43 Ferme~ed drinks 29 "- of the South 
44 Slippery substances · Seas" . · 
45 French revolutionary 31 Famous-eow 
47 "West• Side Story" 32 Make holy 
. character 34 Pro9freader's mark 
48 Zoi1i ac··sign 37. Festive 
50 Captai.n of the 38 As neat as -
·_ · Pequod . 40 Gem:weight 
51 Dreamlike state pro- 41 Excuse - . 
Octo13 •. 8:000,Bwltght 
~ .;S.~ . 
r m 1.c;_ - :i..,ooo 111 ~o ndt~ 50 -· 61 
54 
58 
duced by drugs 44-Hut 
- 54 Grarrmatical taboo 46,0peratic solos 
58 On the ocean 47 Dishes 
·59 Laughing _ 48 Exam for prospec-
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JPotp~urri 
By R.Hood 
' D~e to typhoid and other fevers, I haven't d~ne 
a. review properly for a while. Now, due to entirely 
dif!erent and more enjoyable fevers, I'm going to 
wr1te four, ~ach only one quarter as long or as 
excellent as my usual fair. Wow, 1 th.ink. Due to 
awe-inspiring amounts of fan mail ·requesting me 
to do so-and-so, go to so-n-so, or show so-n-so at 
such-n-such {or else), I have taken a more personal, 
though no ·more humble or any more .permanent 
voice in these things. ' 
From the Land of Fear, Harlan' Ellison, Belmont 
Tower, $.95, 176pp. 
The Colonel's Photograptilt, Eugene Ionesco, 
Evergreen, $1.95, 177pp. 
Fall of America, Allen Ginsberg, City Lights,, 
$2.50, 190pp. 
Kesey's Garage Sales, Ken Kesey, Viking Compass, 
$3 .45, 238pp. 
Ellison.· This is a collection. of mostly previously 
unp?b}!shed sci~nce fiction material, mostly short 
sto.nes, that bnngs to my mind Kink KronikJes 
First Harlan offe_rs some gerins or blastulas, story 
frag?l_ents and snippets, asking for responses from 
~uffic1ently spurred readers. Then the stories start 
favorab_Iy impressing me increasingly as theh 
respective page· and date of creation numbers 
increase·. At the peak is a story about a bornnbred 
soldie~; (?arlo, from the ole apocalyptic future, 
who 1s time-warped out of ·the intersection of 
several laser beams and into the intersection of 
several present-time· urban roadways. This story is 
· foll~we~ by _the script version for the Twilight 
Zon~g m which Qarlo dies sadlf instead of dying 
hap~ily. l was over-joyed to realize that I had 
.previously perused the,; only previously published 
s.tory._. out (even more .interestingly) in- ·an 
anthology other than the one named· as it's sole 
origin. 
lonesc? - Just the name Ionesco conjures 
dy~asties, bleached ruins, and columns of 
philos_opher king~ marching on lmipolex palaces 
shoutmg anarchic slogans or writing absurdist 
dramas. Ionesco is usually connected to 
. Rhinoceros and other plays, however this book is 
-mostly prose-short stories. Soine segments have 
appeared elsewhere as plays (Well it seems like I' 
been here_ before). However,.horror is subtler here; 
exi!tential despair and fading out of life (ala 
Beckett) or allegorical confusion and finding the 
answer and/or freedom. 
G~nsberg - These poems cover 1965-1971. In them 
Gmsb~rg, is_ chrqnicling the decline leading to 
. A_menca. s fall. He uses partially spiritual criteria in 
d1scovenng the reasons. It's not all Viet Nam and 
LBJ and RMN and badass hydran conglomerates. 
It's not the just chemical make-up of the 
atm~sphere. It's no! just the x-year~ycle round to 
, nadir. By now you re probably wondering why I 
do~'t tell you what it is, instead of what it is not. 
-!hlS book was written and published by characters 
m the next book. · 
Kesey - The main -share of this book is .an · 
-111e--~ootd&fti~11973f9 9 
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ere? Green Room and 
ONGOING 
By Leah Fackos 
The big entertainment events are always 
publicized, at times even more than- they are 
worth publicizing. Often, the little things, that 
may be of.. more redeeming value, get trampled in 
the shuffle. I would like to take this opportunity 
to editorialize a bit and to discuss tw~ weekly 
happenings that .you might, thus far, had the 
misfortune of overlooking. 
Green Rooms 
Every Tuesday' afternoon and sometimes 
evening, there is a Green Room presentation in the 
· Performing Arts Building. Productions are 
basically a presentation of work in progress from 
Drama-Spe!!Ch Department classes. This includes 
everything from Senior Class Directing Projects to 
class scenes, and even faculty demonstrations. 
The Green Room season opened two weeks ago 
- with an extremely impressive production of The 
Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon 
Marigolds. This play by Paul Zindel was the senior 
directing Project' of Michael Slade.' Green Room 
productions are not supposed to be as grand or 
magnificent as the department's major 
productions, (for they have no budgef for 
technical backup)· It was evident, however, that 
this budget deficit didn't bother Sherrill Howard 
and her ·crew. For they took full advantage of 
what was available. Truthfully, Marigolds radiated 
in the technicaldepartment. 
Campus Singers: 
ENTERPRISES 
:,. 
These productions usually hold a veritable 
goldmine of talent, and Ellie McManus gave a 
sterling performance as Tillie that will be hard to 
follow in future Green Room productions. All 
aspects of the theatre, both on and off stage are 
set up as a learning experience, within the 
department. Actors, technicians and directors need 
an audience. They need feedback to complete 
their learning experience. It costs nothing to take 
advantage of all this talent. You'll be taking part in 
a learning experience, and maybe you'll be the one 
who comes away learning something. 
Campus Community Singers 
Even with as extensive a music school as IC has, 
many students felt there wasn't a choral group 
that catered to the community. Out of this, 
through the combined efforts of Dean White and 
student Marty Nott, has come the Campus 
Community Singers. The singers are still in the 
organizational stages, and are in great need of 
more voices (especially TENORS). The group 
consists of both students and faculty-staff 
members who enjoy singing. The music to be sung 
is chosen by the group. Meetings are to be held on 
Monday nights at 8 p.m. in room 202 in Ford Hall. 
No auditions are required, so if you're a closet or 
shower singer; your talent is needed and will be 
appreciated. This is a group of people who really 
enjoy singing, so if you enjoy ,singing too, why not 
join them. 
CHAMBER MUSIC 
A program of chamber music will be presented to the public at 
Walter Ford Hall, Ithaca College, Tuesday evening, October 16. 
There is no admission charge for the concert, which 
COMING EVENTS IN MUSIC 
Saturday, Oct. 13, 2 p.m., Walter 
Ford Hall, Senior recital: Michael 
Knight, clarlnet;wlth assisting 
Ins tr u mentalists, Program: Bach, 
Chaconne In D Minor; Arnol(I, 
Olvertlmenlo for Flute, Oboe and 
,C!arlnet, Opus 37; Debussy, Premiere 
R hapsodle; Mllhaud, suite pour 
Vlolon, Clarlnette et Piano. 
Admission free. . 
Saturday, Oct. 13, 4° p.m., Walter 
Ford Hall. Senior recital: Raymond 
Z~eckler, violin. (Rescheduled from 
Sept. 29) Program: Bach, Sonata In G 
Minor; Tchalkollsky, Meditation· 
Sarasate, Zapateado and Malaguena: 
Wlenlawskl, Concerto No. 2 In 0 
Minor. Admission free • 
Sunday, Oc~. 14, 4_p.m., Walter 
Ford Hall. Senior recital, Marilyn 
Booth, flute, accompanied bY Louise 
Chatterton Smith and assisting 
Instrumentalists. Program: Giuliani, 
Grand Sonata In A Major for Flute 
and Guitar; Prokofieff, Sonata in D 
Major for Flute znd Piano; Mozart, 
sonata No. S In c ~;dor; Muczynski, 
Fragments for Woodwind Trio. 
Admission free. 
.-MondaY, Oct. 15, 11:15 p.rn., 
Walter Ford Hall. Ithaca College 
Symphonic Sands: Blue Sana 
conducted bY Herbert C. Mueller, 
Gold Band conducte·d by Jack 
Bullock. Program: Reed, Spiritual; 
MolZ'er, Slavonic Dance Festi .. al; 
Respighi, Th_e APPlan way; Trenet,. l 
Wish Vou Love; Creston, Celebration 
Overture; Grainger, Spoon River; 
PerslchetU, Bagatelles for Band; 
Weinberger, Polka and Fugue from 
"Schwanda the Bagpiper." Admission 
free. 
begins at 8:15 p.m. 
Participants are Agnes Vadas, violin; Mary Arlin, viola; Einar 
Holm, cello; Henry Neubert, bass; Robert Schmidt, clarinet; Peter 
Hedrick, oboe; John Covert, horn; and Mary Ann Covert, riano, 
they are members of the music faculty. 
The opening work on the program is Trio m E-flat Major, K. 4~'8 by 
Mozart. The Trio was writter in Vienna in 1786. Clarinet and 1,iola 
give the composition a romantic coloring; the third instrument 
utilized in the piece is piano. 
Another trio for piano, oboe and horn will be played by 
Hedrick and the Coverts. It is Trio in A Minor, Opus 88 by· Carl 
Reinicke, a younger member of the Mendelssohn-Schumann circle. 
Franz Schubert's popular "Trout" Quintet is the final work to be 
heard .. Written for piano and strings, it derives its name from the 
andantino movement, variations on Schubert's song Die Forelle. 
Wt Steak K~- CmttpetitM& 
nuty kafi Ub .••• 
. ( But OVI- C.tlstorr,e,,.s wl/ /DMr! us.) 
Y, . • 
~ 1?:u.A tt.~ !tJTRPDvt:..TOII.'< SVB:.IAL 
approximate continuation of The Electric 
Kool-Aid Acid Test in the form of a 3-D movie 
manuSl:ript. Each page has not only ·the words of ' 
the plot, but also illustrations- of. the plot in. the 
margin. Devyn Deboree, after his latest bust (on a 
roof with a girl & a .sleeping bag·& another-bag) 
fakes his suicide (he 'hopes) and heads to Mexico'. 
Tuesday, Oct. 16, 11:15 p.m., 
Walter Ford Hall. Ithaca College 
Faculty recital: Agness Vadas, violin; 
-· Mary Arlin, viola; Elnar Holm, cello; 
Henr)". Neubert, bass; Robert 
Schmidt, clarinet; Peter. Hedrick, 
oboe; John Covert, horn; Mary Ann 
Covert, piano. Program: Mozart, Trio 
in E·flat Major, k. 4911; Reinicke, 
Trio in A Minor, 0PU1 1111; Schubert, 
'"Trout" Quintet. Admission free. 
Wednesday, Oct. 17, 11:15 p.m., 
Walter Ford Hall. Ithaca College 
Faculty recital: Joseph Tague, 
harpsichord, and David Berman, 
flute. Program: GIies FarnabY, Suite; 
J.s. Bach, English Suite No. 2 In A 
Minor and sonata In a Minor: c.P.E. 
Bac;h- sonata In G Major,. Admission 
free. 
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- MALLORY 
My rabbi calls me Ferd. Can 
)'()11 imagine that'! 
By Stealah F. Sackotz 
Fred Raker means a lot of things to a lot of 
people. To his parents he 1s a troublemaker: a boy 
who gave up med school for a correspondence 
course in mechanical drafting. To his teachers he is 
a dissident: one teacher remembers him as "The 
only hoy I've ever had who propositioned girls 
dunng The Pledge of Allegiance. To think a 2nd 
grader would do something hke that!" Fred has 
led a checkered past and promises to lead as wild 
and unpredietable a future. To find out a little 
about this man they call Raker, we invite you to 
read on. 
1TH: Tdl us a little about your childhood, Fred. 
F: I was brought up on milk and honey in a 
small New Jersey town called Fairlawn. About my 
youth: in 2nd grade I was Peter ·ran. J tried to fly 
across stage, but 1t didn't work. The custodian was 
there · he had me on a wagon-wanted to roll me 
across. That's how I got my acting car1.:er started. 
1TH: !low about your career as an 
1mprcss10111st'! llow did thal get undt'r way'? 
F: I sta1t<:d my carL·er back m 8th grade- the 
~ummcr go111): into 8th gr,1dc. I was at camp at the 
tunc. Thc kids hkL'd 1t but after the show the 
owners wouldn't lcl me hack into camp. They 
thought I wa., a dirty little Beaver. At that time I 
was do111g my Big-5. 
1TH: Your B1g-S? 
F: James Mason. 
1TH: Mason'! llow old werc you when you 
started do111g 111111'! 
F: J years old. I had a little teddy hear named 
Lolita. We had a very exotic relauonsh1p. 
1TH: J years'old! My voice d1tln't even change 
l1ll lasl year. Who dse was in that first five, Fred? 
F: Say that 3 tunes real fast. I also did Cary 
With my luck, I'd end up in 
Minnesota on a bear rug 
with Ted Knight. 
Grant, Walter Brennan, Pa~l Lynde and Ed 
Sullivan. 
1TH: What made you decide on J.C. as a place 
of stutly'! 
F: I got accepted at 5 schools but Ithaca was 
my first choice. 
1TH: 5 schools? 
F: That's right. Bryn Maur, Harvard, Yale, and 
David Frye's School of Impersonations. (Which is 
in no way affiliated with the Columbia 
Broadcasting System) ... ! decided on I.C. because 
of the drama school. I was a drama major here for 
6 hours. 
1TH: That was quick. Did you have a rented 
suit'? 
F: What' did I say? I meant 6 weeks. I got 
involved in a t.v. show and I felt as though TV-R 
was more to my liking. I was an announcer alone 
in this little r:r>oth with a mike. So much power. I 
loved it. 
1TH: Doing ai.; t.v. or radio work this year? 
F: I've got a radio show-Monday and 
Wednesday nights from 6 to 9 p.m. on WICB AM. 
No one listens, though. I give away free things like 
tickets, the mike, myself. Nobody's called so far. 
Thmgs will probably pick up once we get the 
transmitter repaired. 
1TH: We should hope so. What about 
performmg outside of school? You've done some 
work down in New York, isn't that right? 
" ·. F.: . Th_a~·s righ\, St~alah. l'_ve performed at 
Catch a R1s111g Star . Its a club tor newcomers in 
Manhattan. David Brenner started there and he's 
done the Tonite Show a few times. The last night I 
was there Rodney Dangerfield was in the audience. 
I got offered a job by a friend of his-George 
Schultz-to work at "Pip's", his club in Brooklyn. 
I had to tell him no because I had to be back up 
here. 
1TH: What act did you do? 
F: I did impressions. 
ARE YOU THINKING OF: 
1TH: 
I never had a steady 
nick-name. I never had a 
steady girl fn"end. I never 
had a steady drink of water. 
You want to be a 
impersonator? 
professional 
F: No, and let me make this perfectly clear. I 
don't want to be an impressionist. It's too easy to 
get stereotyped. I like to act, write, and if I went 
· the Frye or Rich Little route, I'd be type-cast. 
Also, girls don't go for impressionists-they think 
I'm phony and false. I don't know what I like 
anymore .. .! like champagne, carbonated soda and 
doing this interview with you; and if you get off 
my lap maybe I can continue. 
1TH: Would you like to do some serious film 
work? 
F:. I really would.tt>on't get me wrong, I love to 
entertain, to make people laugh. But it's lonely. 
People get the wrong idea about you. 
ITH: They come up to you and say "Make me 
laugh, Fred?" 
F: Right. Everybody thinks a comic is always 
happy-go-lucky. Unfortunately, that's not the 
case. 
ITH: Where do you look for insp_iration in 
devising new routines? 
F: Women. That's why I've been so un-funny 
lately. I feel as if I do good, ,I'll get the girl of my 
dreams. What I really want is to be snuggled ~p to 
Mary Tyler Moore in a bear rug. It would be 
snowing outside; Nat King Cole would be singing 
"The Christmas Song" on a record. 
ITH: That's beautiful. What's up for the 
immediate future, Fred? 
F: I just might be doing some radio work this 
coming summer in Buffalo. Conti:,ary to what some, 
people believe, Buffalo is not extinct. Either that 
or I'll take back my old job as a holy man in a 
Mariott hotel. 
ITH: Fred, I want to thank you. 
F: Does that mean I can go home now? I just 
want to say you set a very nice table. I also want 
to wish everyone a Happy New Year and Yorn 
Kippur; and tel, you your shirts wili.be done on 
Tuesday. 
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Agnew . .. !Albert Next'in· Line · . 
· The official announcement, 
which : came from tlie· White 
• • I • 
continued from page one 
which -~re racing me: 
House; makes Speaker of 
the l:jouse Carl Albert next in 
line ·to- the Preside~_cy. Ronald 
Zeigler;·, the presidential news 
secretary, said that the President 
would meet with leaders "both 
within and outside the 
administration." 
"I am advised that a fu!]. legal 
defense M the probable charge 
against me could consume 
several years. I am concerned 
that intense media interest_in the 
case would distract public 
attentio_n from imporfant;. 
national problems--to - the 
country's detriment." 
Thus ends the flashpan 
political career of Spiro 
The.odore Agnew. Agnew, 
·'Spiro who?", was an unknown 
Maryland politician when 
Candidate Nixon chose him as 
his running mate in the 1968 
Presidential campaign. Agnew 
became known as a vociferous 
and staunch advocate of 
The announcement of the 
Vice-President's resignation was 
generally received with great 
shock by members of the· 
Congress. Senator Barry 
Goldwater of Arizona, a possible 
Agnew replacement, felt that 
Agnew had be_en "threatened "Republica·n ·and r~t-wing 
viewpoints. It was often felt that 
he said what · President Nixon 
felt, but dared not say, as he 
ripped apart such- "enemies" as 
the media and "effete snobs". 
, shamefully" _by high government. 
officials and hoped that such 
conduct would· never again take 
place in levels ·of high 
govern mental responsibilities. 
Senator Lowell Weicker, a 
Connecticut Republican, said· he 
felt "a great sadness for the. 
The resignatiqn is expected to 
deeply hurt and ·.Administration 
already riddled by the effects of 
the Watergate scandal. . 
Cooking 
By MOM 
Bakmg 1s considered an art by many. Nowadays 
it's so easy to open a box and stir in a few eggs and 
some water or (to get even more complicated) one 
· might have to add some oil, butter or margarine. 
What I'm trying to say is, that since its so easy, 
why bother to start from scratch. 
It's apple season and everywhere you tum you. 
find "Cortland" or some other kind of apple. Of 
course I can't expect you to become expert pastry 
bakers overnight. But, I feel its hol)eful if I arm 
you with a package of pie crust mix and let you 
build from there. 
Momma 's Apple Pie 
I pk.-Pie Crust Mix 
4 cups Slice·d Apples (approx. 21bs.) 
2 TBS Lemon Juice 
5 TBS Butter 
I cup Sugar 
I /3 cup Flour 
2 Tsp. Cinnamon 
1/2 Tsp. Nutmeg 
1/2 Tsp. Alspice 
Measure out ¾ cup of pie crust mix and add 2 
TBS (Tablespoons) water, to form dough. Pat into 
a pie pan and flute edge. Prick pastry with fork. 
Put remaining crust mix in a small bowl add ½ cup 
sugar and 2 TBS of melted butter. Make into a 
crumb mixture and set aside. 
In a large bowl toss apple slices with lemon 
juice. Toss remaining sugar, flour and spices, until 
apples are well coated. Fold into prepared pie pan. 
Crumble remaining- butter over . top. Top with 
crumb mixture. Place pie in a 425 degree oven and· 
bake for 45 minutes, until golden brown. 
No one will ever know you didn't make it from' 
scratch. Next week another home_-baked seasonal. 
favorite . 
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DI Phi Pledges- . 
Keep smiling • only 5 weeks to go. 
-The Sisters 
Snowflake-
Why are you floaUng In 
seventh-heaven? 
Dear Stephie--
Get It together with Mandi! 
Leah, . . 
Thanks for the great B-day cake. 
Attention Thief: Helen· 
I would really appreciate It If 
_ you'd return my notebool<s as soon 
as poHlble. They _were In a green 
napsack and.. were taken last Friday 
morning from the Unlon ... also my 
checkbook. Return to¾· 
Iris Rookasln. 
Clarke Hall Rm. 304 
To Delta Phi Zeta New Fall Pledge 
Class: · - · 
. Welcome. We're glad you are with 
us. . . 
To the Soccer Team, -The Sisters 
Good Juck this weekend. 
- The Sixth Floor 
Sixth Floor Even Side,· -
Thanks for everything! 
. · , Helen Dear Pudge; · . . · 
·• I'd rather oil your parts. P.S. Hope 
all the people-In Simsbury are as nice 
-,ell'OU are . . 
. Love, 
• · ·- Rabo Pet, . . d 
_ · - Good· luck with your tests_.an all 
,. , otl\~r coune work. Scotty -
· ;· Elissa Thanks ior a great B-day. · 
·..,,. . , · . Roamie 
.; . p ractlc:e : up on your B-ball, · 
. . . _ iladmlnt~n, •P,d_ Vol!BY~II •. 
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FIR.ST ANNIVERSARY PARTY 
OCT. 11 AND 18 WED. find THURS. 9-1 
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CLA.SSiFIEDS 
To.Granddad-
1 'm really glad you've been 
decreasing your steep hours, but I 
won't tell anyone because they might 
,-take you off Medi-Care. 
Dear OICk-
Vou haven't been too decent 
lately-I guess that means you're 
feeling your normal self again. 
Dear Monkey-
It's great to be together again. I 
guess the best always end up together 
In the end. 
Your bestest buddy-
George 
"High"- _ 
To my roomle·the little casanova, 
you are definitely cool. 
-Ma 
Dear Snowflake-
What couldn't you do when you 
were young and thin; or Just think 
what you could do If you were young 
and thin again! 
Dear Casey and Lynne-
Fucked up, Fucked up, Fucked 
up! Up yourselves! • 
Dear Randy-
I'm glad to see that you got rid of 
your "chicken arms", they were so 
ugly. Candice wouldn't and/or didn't 
like them. And don't worry, I'm not 
about to sell my painting. 
Long distance phone call for Vicki 
Pervert; since you haven't gotten one 
in a long time I figured you deserve 
one now. Thanks for everything (?). 
Dear Rolf, 
Wishing you a great 2jth birthday. 
. Love, 
Dear Twin, JJ 
Happy Birthday. 
Robyn Is the sweetest and most 
understanding person. 
Dear Andy-
Lo11e, 
The Guys 
Let's keep those shouts out tho 
window, in the mornings going. 
Dear sue-
Love, 
Snowflake 
Are you hornier than the a11erage 
boy? 
Snowflake 
Dear Meg-
We liked ha11lng you as a neighbor. 
even though we· .didn't see you the , 
whole weekend. · 
Dear Tex-
Love, 
The Floor 
Keep those balls a' rollin'! 
Lo11e and Kisses, 
Candice 
P.S. -I meant bowling! 
Dear Tuna, Dana, and JIii-
i still love you. 
Snowflake 
Dear Marlene-
Thanks for making my acting 
debut a great success. 
Love, 
Robyn 
1 pair of 15" rim, steel-belted radial, 
studded snow tires. 1 season old. 
Originally $120 • now $60 for both. 
Call Rod x3515. 
Collect postage stamps? If you do 
and are Interested In trading or 
simply rapping on the subject, 
contact Glenn Wiser at Hilliard Rn\. 
201, X516. 
FOR SALE: I make big, beautiful 
fluffy, warm, soft patchwork quilts: 
Slngle-$35; Double-$40-50; baby 
quilts too. 273-5373. 
Seniors, 
Please don't forget to get your 
pictures taken for the Cayugan. It's 
free. 
Cayugan 
Class of '74, 
If you ha11en't.slgned up for senior 
pictures come to the crossroads 
anytime next week and we'll flt you 
Into the schedule. 
Dear H lllard, 
Cayugan 
can't help wishing things were 
different between you and me. 
Love, 
Lucy 
~-···· 
ROD 
RODGERS 
DANCE 
COMPANY 
at Cornell 
Lecture-Demonstration 
October 11 8:15 p.m. 
~arnes Hall 
Concert Performance 
October 12 8: 15 p.m. 
Helen Newman Gymnasium 
Students $3 Others $4 
Tickets on sale 
'I 
Willard Straight Hall 
Nippenose in the DeWitt Mall 
Ithaca College Student Union 
'-.. • .. 
• • • 
----- --~----
------ --------·---·- -----·-- --- -- .. -----
ancl now for -lhe. Wrap-up 
of tomorrow•~ game ~ 
We know w1iat 
~ou like. ... anl 
· we've go!- a£ ! 
The. dV'es;:: let-ig~h WV'ap c,oa£, o.P heal/~ 1\/ool-and ~Ion . . 
bl.t.<e.1 ~ofd and red it-1 a bold plaid ... fully li"'ed. ~e cal( ii: 
a f<overcoat ... 0ou'(( call it 
,ge~ sa-fioi,, al [avid warm 1) at a 
10otba(( gawie., ~nci all wi11tter 
loY1~. 
SiMBKE RIN 
'N • things 
273-9184 
now. .... 
... · ... 
there's a tobacco shop that offers 
*, CUS'IOM BLENDING 
.:. 
* ART REPRODUCTIONS & PRINTS 
* PIPE REP AIRING 
* CANDLES, PUZZLES, ADULT GAMES 
* PIPES by SAVINELLI, LARSEN, BEN WADE, 
CHARA TAN, JOBEY, and our own DON RAFAEL LINE. 
"II complete tobacco experience" 
* 
IMPORTED CIGARS 
* 
CIGARETTE PACKS 45c and soc inc. tax. 
* 
CIGARETTE CARTONS $3.89 and $3.91 inc. tax .. 
,) 
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SLUGGISH BOMBERS RIP R.I.T. 
By Da,·e Rives 
lth<1ca College·, footh,111 team 
moved one ,tep clo,er to 1t, 
tl11rtl con,ccut1vc wrnmng season 
l,1,t Saturd.iy hy heatrng RIT 
37-1 'I. 
It wa,n't c.1,) 
Rlf' tonh 
hick-off. hut 
the openrng 
wa, ,mot hercd 
deep 111 11, own tcrnt Jry hy a 
tough I.( . defrn,c. • orccd to 
give up thc hall. Rll ,,:ave I.C. 
the ball ,11 1111dt1eld, .id on the 
!Jrst Ithacan offens1vt 1'1ay, T11n 
Nunn took a Teti Gre, '!S pitch 
anti tossed 44 yards downfield 
to 8111 Bryant to put I C. on the 
hoard. Joe Bower~ converted, 
and Ithaca hJd 7. Notlung to it. 
onlv. R IT decided to get in on 
the- act. RIT return ,pecialbt 
Lent/. took the ensumg kick-off 
at the RIT goal l111e and rambled 
'I :i yard, down I icld bdore he 
w.1, mt.:! ant.! tackled at the 
lth.1c,1 5. Four pl;i::r.; I.Jtc1. ,1ftn 
a hnll1ant goal lrne stand by the 
IC defense. RI r tullback Jack 
Rom.1no finally broke rhrough 
hulling up the 1111ddle for 4 yards 
and <, point, !'he conver,1on 
.itte111pt tailed Ithaca·, nexl 
- ., .. 
: .-- .. ; ... 
scrie, was stalled at the R I.T 
eleven·. and a Scott Billings field 
goal had to suffice, makmg the 
score I 0-6 at the quarter. 
RIT qruck fir~l in the second 
,tann1 a, Romano scored 111, 
,econd TD of the day, this one 
from live yanb out. The PAT 
made 11 13-10 Ill favor of RIT. 
The lead wa, ,hort-hvetl a, Jes, 
tllan a rrnnute later, after an 
.ihort1vc ·on-s1dc kick attempt by 
RIT, Halfback Tom Bryant 
swept outside for 36 yards and a 
1 D. J-'ullback Alan Howell, who 
rmhed 11 t,imes for 42 yards, 
clo,ed out the second quarter 
scoring by bulling over from the 
RIT one, complctmg a long I.C. 
dnve and g1vmg lhe lthacans a 
commanding 23-13 half-time 
leaJ The lead wa, marred by the 
fact that Quarterback Ted 
c;reve~ had ju,t been carried off 
the fu;ld on a ,tretcher after 
bc111g hit hard at m1df1eld. RIT 
wa, ,mclhng up,et. 
Ithaca rec1eved the second 
half kick-off, and marched 
down field to where Tom Bryant, 
I.C.'s kading rusher for the day, 
with !W yard, 111 14 carries, 
punched over from the 7 
Rochester Ties 
Booters, 2-2 
By Patty Berger 
lth.1ca went mto thc ,oLCL'r 
game· ·1 UL',day undctc.ilc'd Jilli 
came out 11mklc.1tcd lh>WL'VL'f. 
thc ll11ivl'1,1ly of Rod1,·,LL'I dill 
lhL' ~Jlllc'. TuL·~day on /\llL'n 
hl'ld. lth,1ca and Rod1esll'r 
playcll ,I µnod g_JlllC ol ,o,L'L'I to 
tJL' .1t 2-2. lfhac.1·, rl'co1d 1, no\\ 
3-0- 2. 
I hL' g..111\L' Tul',d,1y w,1, .1 vny 
\\L'II pl,1yc·d one·. ,I hL·,t of the 
,L·,1,<>11. "' t.1r 1-31,th LL',1111' wcrL' 
vny L'Vt'nly 111.1td1L'd. 1'11e g<1111L' 
w.1~ ,poll~·. c,1<.:h tca111 c~Hllrnllcd 
Lhc hall an equal amount ot 
_ L1mL', "For the most part. the 
gamc w,1s playl'd .1t m11Hicld and 
L'Ontrolktl by the halfh.icks", 
~.llll co-capL.1111 ·1 om Blank. 
ThL' firs! goal ot the g.ime wa, 
scored after 3 min. i'it play, by 
Rich DcMont and was assisted 
hy /\hhy AIMuhaihrn. Rochcster 
t1L'd thc game Len minutes later 
at 1-1. With f1ILL'L'n minutcs left 
to pl.iy 111 the first half. llhaca 
,corL·d a sccond goal to move 
alw.id 2-1. Rich Del\lont scon:d 
,!;:c> 'goal and Bob Keill assisted 
COOK-CiAUNTLm 
TRAVB. 
• 
• 
207 N. 
*INDIVIDUAL & GROUP TRAVEL 
*EXCLUSIVE AGENTS FOR S.O.F.A .... 
*INTRA-EUROBEAN FLIGHTS & TOURS 
273-3073 
AURORA ST. ITHACA, ·N.Y. 
Sophomore Quarterback Jerry 
Boyes directed the drive. 
RIT, down 30-13, last years 
final score between these two 
colleges, came back early in the 
4th quarter with Tailback John 
Humphrey grinding out yardage 
a he had done all afternoon. 
RIT's Muscarella fmally bulled 
over from the Ithaca one. The 
failed PAT attempt made it 
30-19, until with under six 
minutes left to play, 
Quarterback Zolly McDonald 
tallied for I.C. on a one yatd 
run. Previous to that play, 
McDonald had ripped up the 
middle for 19 big yards to put 
the ball on the RIT one. 
Coach Jim Butterfield was 
both glad and relieved that 
Ithaca won this one, as he 
reflected on the game two days _ 
later. 
"We weren't really sharp on 
offense," remarked the coach, 
thinking about the 11 play 
from scrimmage that lost 
yardage, and the on and off 
blocking at the line. "We didn't 
have the edge, and weren't 
really up for this one." 
Defense seems to be another 
problem for Ithaca at this 
point, as Coach Butterfield 
stressed the need for more of the 
- MELECH 
players to get to the point of 
attack. 
"We are going to have to work 
o'\ shutting off the rush ... We had 
trouble containing their (RIT's) 
running backs." 
Coach Butterfield's comment 
was alluding to Tail Back John 
Humphrey, who amassed 159 
yards on the ground for RIT. 
Turning to the positive side, 
Coach Butterfield was pleased 
with Ithaca's passing game: 7x9 
for I 40 yards. It may come iri 
handy through the next - five 
games, the first of which is at 
Springfield, Mass. next Sat. 
starting at I :30. 
After a Year of .Designa,ted Hitters 
By Terry Segal 
The ra mif1ca I ions of lhc 
American League designated 
1-iitter will he carefully analyzed 
this winter. In many of the 
analyses offensive productior. 
will ..unduhitab!y be the sole 
criterion. So what if the AL hit 
an extra I 79 homers with the 
designated ~watter'! So what if 
the experiment produced above 
· .250 batting averages for every 
team'/ Much more insight into 
the new wrinkle stems from 
examining pitchmg stat1st1cs. 
First, the AL had 12 twenty 
game winners-wlule the NL in a 
bad year had one. The reason for 
the AL plentitude (a league 
record) 1s simple. With the DH in 
the lineup, pitcheJS rci:nailf in 
the game longer thereby 
opportunities for 
only two seconds 
rema111ing in the half, Rochester 
scored a second goal to tie up 
the game. 
Goalie Tom Blank had seven 
saves as opposed to Rochester's 
4. Since the beginning of the 
season Tom has only been 
scon~d upon 5 times. 
This weekend, the Ithaca 
soccer team will travel to 
Northern New York for two 
away games. Fnday they will 
play St. Lawerence and Saturday 
they play Clarkson 
Yet by hanging around longer, welcomed some high class 
not only do wins increase, b_ut company this year in the AL. 
earned run averages do as well. Jim Perry won 14 with a 4.03, 
Based on l O decisions, the AL Steve "No-Hit" Busby (they 
had 13 pitchers below 3.00, the should have lifted him in the 
'NL had I 7. And they· used to seventh) won 16 with 4.19, 
say the AL had better pitching. Pattin _won 15 with 4.27, Kaat 
Between 3.00 and 4.00, the AL captured 15 with 4.37, and-
had 33 pitchers compared to the Tidrow won 14 with 4.39. 13 
NL'~ 43. Therefore the NL had wins was the apex in the NL for 
60 pitchers under the 4.00 mark the over 4.00 club. 
·while the AL had 46. Above the The DH also affected a lit.He 
deciding line, the AL took used statistic called "net 
honors with 26 compared to the . victories". Translated, it means 
NL's 20. pitcher effectiveness. It's the 
Back in the good old days dirrer.ence between total wins 
(they still exist in the NL) and total losses. For instance, a 
winning 20 games denoted ' pitcher with a I 5-10 record has a 
pitching expertise. Norm_ally "plus 5" mark. In 1970., AL 
such pitchers sported fancy 20-game winners had a collective 
ERA's. Under 3.00 was 11.41 rating, in 1971, a 10.9,in 
perfunctory, although an 1972 (the year of the strike 
occasional rise above was which adversely affected 
accept ab I e. Of the 12 performance) a mark of 9.0. In 
twenty-game winners in the AL 'the year of the DH it sank to 
this year, only 4 were below · 8.1 7. Twelve losses to get 20 
3.00. Hats off to Palmer, wins. Admittedly the mark had 
Blyleven, Ryan, and Holtzman. been declining. But the DH is 
Colburn, Singer, Blue, Hunter, · certain to make the decline more 
and Tiant fashioned ERA\ precipitous. 
ranging from 3.18 to 3.34. Class pitclters will win twenty 
Ostensibly, mediocrity. But games no matter how many 
Wood with 3:46, Coleman with DH's are thrown at them. 
3_53, and Splittorf with an Baseball remains a pitcher's 
astronomical 3.98 all cracked game. But the aura of glitter, · 
the cha'i:med circle. Disregard glamour and spectacle in 
'their won-loss record - zero in on reaching twenty has been 
the ERA and the three tarnished. After all, how ·can you 
wouldn't be worth a bubble gum get excited over a 24 game 
card. winner who's also lost 20? 
the. slum land of 5-15 \24-1 O? Not bad-if you're in the r------~-------- NL Eas . :.t·----------
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WOMEN 
STICKSTERS 
SNAKE-BITTEN 
By A.J. 
Th c old adage, "History 
repeats itself," is an adequate 
description of the 
Ithaca-Cortland field hockey 
games. For the second time in as 
many games, the Lady lthacans 
were unable to capitalize on 
twenty-one short corners in the 
first game and twenty four in 
the second game against 
Cortland. As Cornell had done, 
Cortland took less shots at goal 
than Ithaca but came out on the· 
winning end of a 2-1 score. In 
the second game, where- Ithaca· 
had twenty-three shots, ai. 
opposed to the Red Dragon's 
sixteen, Ithaca came out on the 
short end of the final 3-1 score. 
All teams thus far that Ithaca· 
has played has thrown tough 
defenses against our potentially 
ex plosive forward line. In the 
first game against Cortland, 
,ophomore left wing Colleen 
Murphy wa~ the only forward 
who could penetrate their 
defense to score Ithaca's lone 
goal. Al, o out~tan<ling on 
often,e for the Lady Ithacan~ 
were inner~ Janice Kirkpatrick 
anu Tina Klecha. llalfbacks 
Sarah Montgomery and Debbie 
Pool pHiyed ~trong defense for 
Ithaca as they continually 
returned the hall to their 
-torward hnc for reneatcd shoh 
on goal, only to haw 1ilcsc shot 
1111s, hy mches. 
In the ,econd !!a 111c. M:.iry 
Shull and Margaret Davb. who 
,cored Ithaca·, only goal. wen: 
dHi,en OUt~tandmg Offen,1ve 
Pl a ycr, hy coach Dori, 
Kostrinsky. llalfhacks Reha 
Na,h and l·llcn Steege we1e 
outstand111g on delcnse and wen: 
ably backed up by senior 
fullback Terry Palmer. 
On Satu.rday morning, playing 
in the beautiful hockey weather 
that Ithaca is not-ed for the 
Lady lthacans were chall~nged 
and emerged from the scoring 
by a .USFHA club, the Red 
J akcets. This Finger.. Lakes 
Association team is composed of 
ex-college standouts, physical 
educators, and other outstanding· 
hockey players. Although on the 
short end of a 4-3 score, the 
Lady Jthacans displayed the fine. 
br;:ind of hockey that Ithaca is 
noted for and certainly capable 
of playing. After falling behind 
3-1 , Ithaca got it together and 
allowed only one more goal by 
their opponents while senior 
center forward Nancy Buttler 
rushed the goal for two more for 
Ithaca. Ithaca's first goal was 
scored on a fine shot by junior 
right wing Sally Scatton. It 
~ppeared that Ithaca's forward 
line had finally gotten on target 
season. Playing excellent defense 
for Ithaca was halfbacks Liz 
Price and Sarah Montgomery 
Looking for their first win of 
the season, the Lady lthacans 
carried a 0-2-1 record into their 
Tuesday afternoon game against 
tough arch rival Brockport S1ate. 
Ithaca should put everything 
together for th1~ game. 
Brcx;,kport, however, will• be 
ready lo avenge last year's loss 
and the tough rivalry hetween 
I h ese t WO schools Will he 
apparent. Anyone who is aware 
of this rivalry will he 111 
attendence. 
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GRAND PRIX 
->-::r-, 
- MALLORY 
THE LA TE FRANCOIS CE VERT ON ONE OF HIS LAST TRIPS AROUND THE 
CIRCUIT IN PRE--RACE QUALIFYING 
Ladies Remain Unbeaten 
By A.J. 
('urrl'nlly Ithaca·, only 
unht:alL'll lt'malc athkt1c team. 
lhl' Women·~ Tenn1, team 
IIJVL'lkd to Albany Stall' lasl · 
·1 hu1,day and rl'lurned holllL' 
w11h a S-2 v1clory. llll'1r fourth 
111 a, 111,1ny matches. ,\ltholl!!!l 
I hL'II ranb wert' somewhJt 
lkplclt:d by lht: ahsenCL' of soml' 
lt·.i m mt·1111,ers. lht· Lady 
lthaL·Jn, of IIJL' nt.'I g:.imt• rost· to 
thl' orcas10n a1i\l litl'rally blew 
their oppon<'nls off the courl. 
Playing th<' only douhlt·s 
111a1d1 of llll' day. SL'lllors Pam 
l l;imL'S and lkhhk (;runw,1ltl 
comh111L·d slrt·ngths· Ill ht:al J. 
Spn ,1nd h.. Moll. as_ ev1dt'nl"L'd 
hy I hL· fi n,il :;rort•s of h-3. h-1 . 
Allhough thl' unbeaten double•, 
tt•am ot Sally ,111d Sue William~ 
were split Io play ,111glcs. hol h 
~irb won I heir mah.:lies handily. 
Sally was vistorious ovn ('. 
Brown with :;L·ores of (,-4. h-1. 
Sue st'l'lllingly lWerwhl'lml'd l". 
c;1ow1nsky as shL' notd1eu 
a1H!lht·r point for Ithaca witl1 
scores of <,-2. h-0. Fn•shman 
Mama Holmes - dl'stroyed K: 
Be11nctt in two sets. h-i. 6-2. 
Joan Rcydel added lthaca·s fifth 
and, fin:11 po1111 hy heating J.' 
L1nct1. (,-3. h-4. Albany State. 
registert:d their first poml as L. 
Covill heal Pally Herrmann. h-2 .. 
(,-0. Barbara Weiler kll to l'. 
l'odgorsk1 of Albany, (,-4. <,-1. 
The Lady lthaca11' earned 
their unhlc1111shed record 11110 
·1 ue~day·s .Jltercat1on again,! 
Brockport State. 
MIAA 
I 
FOOTBALL STANDINGS 
Superkcta . . . . . . . . . . . . 7-0 
/\. L.S. . . . . . . . . ........ h-0 
( ·0111t·1s ................ 5-2 
c-;ood (;·uys . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-2 
DK .................... 4-2 
DFM B~·ars.. . . . ........ 4-J 
l'i Lamda Chi ............ 4-3 
Talcott Tmls .. . . . . . .. , 2-5 
Cutter Rats ............. 1-5 
Climax ................. 1-5 
Bombers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1-5 
Don't forget next Tllesday·s 
game at 6:00 p:m .. hdwct•n the 
t9p ~ teams. Sup~·rfel'ta and the 
A.LS. D011·t miss il!! 
~i ltha~a Colleg·e Students : 
fRtD,Y AND. SUNDIY- NIGHT 
if , Surf tl!ld ftiif,_fot IS.1S · . 
if~1~!0 p~·char~,,-i1 -~- !i~i~0~tM 
~!1~~;Qi;q~,a .. ·.~::R.~ I~ 
:: ~ . ' .. .., 
FRI., NOVEMBER 9 AT 9PM 
· ITHACA COLLEGE 
TICKETS. AVAILABLE AT EGBERT UNION HALL AT. ITHACA COLLEGE, 
WILLARD STRAIGHT AT CORNELL, CORY UNION AT CORTLAND, 
MAYER'S SMOKE SHOP IN DOWNTOWN ITHACA, MIDTOWN RECORD~ 
IN ITHACA. Produced in association w/ Ithaca C9llege Bureau.of Concerts. 
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Eat and Drink Yourself 'tTnder the Table 
ALL FOR UNDER $ 7 
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